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Properties of High-Temperature Ceramics and Cermets

Elasticity and Density at Room Temperature

S. M. Lang"

In order to provide some of the basic data necessary for the effective utilization of
ceramics and cermets in various high-temperature applications, a specimen "bank" of such
materials, mainly commercially fabricated, was established for the measurement of physical
properties and constants. This Monograph describes: (1) The materials and some of their
fabrication data; (2) bulk densities; (3) theoretical densities; and (4) the dynamic room-
temperature elastic constants. Data are given for 46 sets of specimens, representing 20
different materials; these include oxides, carbides, borides, cermets, and an intermetallic
compound. A statistical evaluation was used for analyzing the data.

Results of the room-temperature measurements show that: (1) Significant variations
are common both in the specimens of one group and from group to group of specimens re-
pared of the same material; (2) the largest variations occur for specimens formed by hot-
pressing, although average values are higher for hot-pressed specimens; and (3) measurements
of the dynamic elastic constants by the sonic method are more sensitive as indicators of
homogeneity and group uniformity than bulk-density measurements.

1. Introduction

Recent outstanding advances in the field of jet, has been established. This bank contains samples
rocket, and atomic-powered heat engines have from the leading manufacturers as well as some
strongly stimulated an accompanying development fabricated at the National Bureau of Standards.
in high-temperature ceramic and cermet materials Also included are a number of cermets. These
to withstand the high temperatures and corrosive are metal-ceramic combinations designed for use
atmospheres involved. The new ceramics have at elevated temperatures.
been well described by E. J. Runck [1] 1 who The long-range goal of the investigation is to
states that they are commercially produced by supply reliable engineering data for these new
"radical departure from orthodox processes and classes of materials. The properties to be investi-
materials", being "cerarmic bodies . . . that pos- gated include mechanical strength, elastic and
sess no silica or clay in their structure. TPhec anelastic characteristics, the temperature depend-
coarse nonplastic portions of these new refrac- ence of these properties, and thermal properties
tories have high purity and are processed at high generally. Since all these properties will be deter-
temperatures, even up to fusion . . . . The mix- mined on the same set of specimens by the same
tures are compacted and fired . . . usually above test procedure, valid comparisons will then be
1,600' C. In firing, these materials do not form possible.
glassy bonds, but sinter or recrystallize by solid The particular purposes of the present investi-
reactions." gation were: (1) To determine the room-tempera-

Designers have been severely handicapped by a ture elastic properties by a dynamic (sonic)
lack of sufficient data for the high-temperature method; (2) to determine both the bulk and
ceramics and, in addition, the available data have theoretical densities; (3) to evaluate from a
not always been consistent [2]. This lack of con- statistical treatment of the data the variability of
sistency could result from differences in experi- fabrication of the different types of materials,
mental conditions, or could be a real variation of using the above-determined elastic and bulk-
properties of nominally the same material caused density data; and (4) to compare measurements
by uncontrolled differences in fabrication or batch of the elastic properties and densities for their
composition. To fill the critical need for more usefulness as indicators of significant variations
complete and reliable engineering data for these in fabrication.
ceramic materials, a "bank" of these products Density and elastic properties were determined

first because, in addition to being important

, Financial support for this Investigation was supplied by the Division of properties in themselves, the experimental method
Research of the U.S. Atomic Energy Commissicn. for their determination is nondestructive. It thus

2 Present address. Owens-1lhlnois Technical Center. Toledo, Ohio. Since
Mr. Lanr's departure from NBS. this paper has been revised by M. D. becomes possible to perform further measurements
Burdick and S. Spinner,. of other properties without diminishing the num-

a Figures In brackets Indicate the literature references at the end of this
Monograph. bur of available specimens.



The present paper contains detailed descriptions reasons: (1) To leave no doubt as to the exact
of the methods used in calculating both the elastic procedure, and (2) to act as a guide to other
constants and the statistical parameters. These workers who might wish to make similar de-
detailed descriptions have been included for two terminations.

2. Materials and Procedure

2.1. Materials flexural vibrating edgewise, Ffe; and torsional F,.
The first three types of vibration were used to

A complete list of the materials along with determine Young's modulus, whereas the torsional
pertinent fabrication data is given in table 1 mode yielded the shear modulus. The reason for
(appendix II). Most of these materials are corn- determining two elastic moduli is that all the
mercially available; some are experimental (at the elastic constants for isotropic materials are inter-
time of this investigation) including all those from related by well-known equations in such a way
source G. Some additional information con- that, if any two are known, the others may be
cerning these materials that could not be listed calculated. In this investigation, Poisson's ratio,
in table 1 conveniently is included under results. A, and the bulk modulus, K, were calculated after

Young's and the shear moduli had been obtained.
For some specimens, usually the shorter ones,

A convenient size and shape of specimen for the the longitudinal resonant frequency was too high
elastic modulus measurements, and one that was to be detected with the equipment used. In these
used whenever possible, was a rectangular prism cases, only the flexural and torsional resonance
6 in. by % in. by Y4 in. However, all of the speci- frequencies were determined.
mens that were fabricated by the hot-pressing In three instances, Code 44 (B4C), Code 43
technique were su pplied as a pproximately 3-in. (B4C+TiB2), and Code 37 (SiC+B 4C) the corn-
long by %-in. wide by -in. thick bars, rather than bination of size and density were such that the
6-in. long bars, because the shorter specimens resonant frequency of the test specimens could
could be made denser and with greater uiformity. not be detected either in the longitudinal or in the
In order to achieve this with available uipment, torsional modes. One specimen of each of these
the blanks were hot-pressed perpendicular rather materials was reshaped so that the resonant tor-
than parallel to the length. Pressing parallel to sional frequency could be obtained. The re-
the length would have produced a low-density mainder of the specimens in the group were not
zone near the center of the specimens. reshaped because (1) the grinding and polishing

All specimens were finish ground to the final operations were difficult and time consuming due
dimensions. For the harder specimens, such as to the extreme hardness of the B4C constituent,
B4C, B4C+TiB2, and SiC±B 4C, the machining and (2) the reshaping operation made the speci-
operation was slow and tedious, even with diamond mens unsuitable for other testing.
tools. The shear moduli and velues of Poisson's ratio

2.3. Elastic Moduli were calculated for each of these reshaped speci-
mens. These values of Poisson's ratio were then

a. Method assumed to be representative of the entire group
The equipment and technique for determining of specimens of that mixture and were used to

the elastic moduli by the sonic method were the calculate the shear and bulk moduli for the re-
same as those reported by Spinner [3], and pre- mainder of the specimens. Because only one
viously described by Hornibrook [4]. The method specimen was measured in shear, the data for
consists of inducing, the mechanical resonant fre- these groups were not treated statistically.
quency of the specimen, usually by means of a It may be noted that it is usually possible to
tweeter-type speaker, driven by an audio oscillator, obtain adequate responses even when Frequencies
The resultant oscillations are detected by means are considerably higher than what is usually
of a crystal pickup which, together with the signal regarded as the upper limit of the audiofrequency
from the audio oscillator, produces a Lissajou range (20 kc). This is because the frequency
pattern on a cathode ray oscilloscope, response of a driver or pickup is usually higher

One of the basic characteristics of the dynamic than its rated value. The upper frequency limit
method is that the elastic moduli are determined for a good crystal pickup is ordinarily given as
at very low-stress levels. Thus, the possibility around 10 to 11 kc. Although this is the fre-
of the occurrence of creep, elastic hysteresis, quency above which the response falls off from
plastic flow, or similar effects is reduced to a being flat, it does not drop immediately to zero.
minimum [5]. There continues to be a reduced response at much

Whenever possible, the fundamental resonant higher frequencies. With the apparatus used,
frequency of four types of vibration was deter- frequencies well above 20 ke could usually be
mined for each specinen. These were the longi- detected. The actual upper limit of frequency
tudinal, F1 ; fleirural vibrating flatwise, Fr.; response was between 25 to 30 kc.
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b. Calculations Substituting the dimensions for the long (6 in.)

All of the following equations for calculating ;peciien and, assuming a p value of 1/4

the elastic constants from the various resonant F',= 1.0002 F, (4)
frequencies are based on the assumption that the
specimens are isotropic and homogeneous. AJ- or, the resonant longitudinal frequencies of bars of
though the individual crystals comprising the the dimensions used here are 2 parts in 10,00) less
specimens are elastically anisotropic, their dis- than for an infinitely thin rod of the same leagth.
tribution and orientation within the specimen are This is a higher order of precision than the reso-
random so that the assumption of isotropy would nant frequency determination itself (1 part in
appear to be valid. However, as will be seen 3,000), and therefore may be neglected. Since the
later, certain differences in Young's modulus, entire lateral correction is neglible and, since
when calculated from flexural and longitudinal Poisson's ratio is only one of the factors entering
frequencies, indicate that either or both of these into the correction, the value of E, is, within the
conditions (isotropy and homogeneity) were not precision used here, independent of Poisson's
completely satisfied in all cases, ratio.

The following well-known equations were use(d To calculate Young's modulus from the fiexural
to calculate the speed of sound, V,, and Young's frequencies and the shear modulus fron the
modulus, E,, from the longitudinal resonant fre- torsional frequency, the relations developed by
quency, F, Pickett [71 were used. These equations have been

V6=21F,, (1) modified to conform to the cgs system.
The following pair of equations relate Young's

where l=length in cm, F, is in cps, and V, is in modulus to the flatwise and edgewise flexural
cm/sec, and frequencies,

E j = V ýIp, (2) Ef ,= 9.464X 10 _( )3 T , M Ff W2 (5)

where p=density in g/cm 3. If V, is in cm/sec.

then E ,vill be in dynes/em'. All elastic moduli /l\3T
are given in kilobars where Ef,-9.464X10- 1() -M I,'e 

2  (6)

109 dynes/cm2 ='ý 1 kilobar.4 EfW=Young's modulus as deteriniled from fiat-
Correction for cross-sectional effect was neg- wise flexural vibration, i"; Efe=Young's modulus

leeted as too small to be significant. The follow- adr mind froma seien inegran v ti

ing equation from Giebe and Scheibe [6] gives the iunerical constant in eqs (5) and (6) is chosen so

amount by which the fundamental longitudinal thatn Young's modulus (5ill 1)e in kilobars. The

frequency, F1, of a prism of given rectangular factor, T,, depends upon r/l, the ratio of the radius
cross section is less than that of an infinitely thin of gy-ration of the cross-sectional area in the
rod of the same length direction of vibration (=0.288675Xe or 0.288-

675Xw, depending oil whether the vibration is
F, T Fm fiatwise or edgewise) to the length of the specimen.

1+ p2u(wA e2)' (3) Pickett gives algebraic relations, graphs based on
2412 these relations, and also a table of selected numeri-

cal values from which T, can be deterninled as a
where F=loigitu~d"ial resonant frequency of an fmUtction of Poisson's ratio for values of 0, %, and
infinitely thin rod, %. Subsequently, the following equation has been

offered [8] from which T, can be evaluated for
1A=Poisson's ratio, Poisson's ratio values other than those given by

Picket t,
w= idtl, T 1=T14- (0.26pA+3.22A2)r/1 ()

e=edge or thickness, I 1+0.1328Xr/IJ (7)

=hength of tn where A is the particular value of Poisson's
th e specimen. ratio and T is Pickett's value of T, for IA= Y for

the corresponding value of r/1.
4 The cgs system is used throughout as beings more desirable form in which The nature of the function relating T1 to r/1 is

to develop the equations and present the final data. However, for the c sn- such that not only does T, increase as r/1 increases,
venience of those who are more familiar with the English system of units, the
final data, In appendix If, are presented in the English as well as the metric but also the values of Ti diverge from each othersystem.••• ,

Kslobars may be converted to psi by means of the following equation, more rapidly for dhiferent values of Poisson'smaybeonverte psib nso oi n eratio. Therefore, the accuracy of p becomes more
KilobarsXI4,503.8= psi. critical in the accurate determination of E,, and

(This conversion factor assumes a value for the acceleration of gravity, p,= Efe, as r/l increases.
900.1 cm/sec.)
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The shear modulus, G, was calculated from the As with Poisson's ratio, the symbols K, or Kf.
torsional resonant frequency F&, by means of the indicated whether E, and j, or Ef,, and ;&, were
following equation, used in the equation for the bulk modulus.

G=BmFP (8) 2.4. Density

where B is defined by the following relation a. Bulk Density

The bulk density was determined from the mass
B-4a (9) and volume which was calculated from the

dimensions.
,vhere a is the cross-sectional area and R is the In order to determine the mass accurately, the
ratio of the polar moment of inertia of this cross- specimens were cleaned with soap and water, then
sectional area to the "shape factor" [91 for the with trichloroethylene, and dried to constant
same cross section. The following approximation weight either by heating at 8000 C in an electri-
for rectangular cross section is given by Pickett cally heated muffle furnace or, if there was any[71 and based on Roark's Monograph [9]. doubt about the oxidation resistance of the ma-7 aterials at 8000 C, they were vacuum-dried at an

elw+wle absolute pressure of about I X 10-5 mm of 1Hg. A
R=-4(e/w) -2.52(e/w) 2+O.21 (e/w) (10) few of the specimens were vaculun-dried in a

desiccator at about 30 microns pressure.
A reexamination of the accuracy of the equa- After cleaning and drying, all of the specimens

tion for R for the dynamic shear modulus calcu- w(re stored in desiccators until they could be
lations has been presented [10]. The revised re- weighed on an analytical balance. The mass was
lation for the specimen sizes used in this study, corrected for the air buoyancy referred to a
all with width-to-thickness ratios of about 2, is barometric pressure of 760 mm of Hg anl 20' (C
not significantly different from those calculated by the equation
from the relation given.

Once Young's modulus and the shear modulus Corr. mass=[manss in airXO.99986]
were determined, Poisson's ratio was calculated +[volumeX0.0012]. (14)
from the following equation,

E b. Theoretical Density
(=--lThe theoretical density, P, was determined froim

X-ray diffraction examination, using the followig
For the 3-in. specimens, where E, could not be relation

determined, Ef. or Et, (eq (5) or (6)) was used N2()
in eq (11). However, the importance of an ac- VA- (15)
curate value of A for the determination of Ep,, or
Ei, has already been mentioned. The procedure
that was followed, then, was to assume a reason- where N is the number of molecules per unit cell,
able value of u in calculating Er, or E-, from eq A1 is the molecular weight, V is the volume of
(5) or (6); then by successive approximation in- the unit cell in angstrom units, and A is Avog-
creasingly accurate values of E,, or Ef, and A were adro's number (6.024 X 1023) used in conjunction
obtained. The process ceased when twvo succes- with the newly adopted angstrom legtih unit.
sive calculations of EfW or Efe did not vary by The molecular weights of solid sohltions were
more than about 2 in the fourth significant figure. calculated assuming that electrostatically neutral
Usually, no more than two recalculations were structures exist. No theoretical density compu-
necessary. tations were made in those instances where the

The subscript in the symbol for Poisson's ratio type of solid solution was not known, where a
(A , Afw, or A,.) indicates whether the longitudinally number of solid solutions and compounds could
or flexurally determined values of Young's modulus exist, and where the reactions between these
were used in eq (11). phases were not known, and when the structures

For those specimens where F1 could not be de- of the material were of various low orders of
termined, the speed of sound was calculated from symmetry and the angular values of the inter-
the equation secting axes were not readily available. When it

could reasonably be assumed that no reactions
c(12) ccurred between the two or more phases presentI= ,-- • 2) in some of the test, specimens, the theoretical

densities were calculated as though the specimen
The bulk modulus, K, is obtained from the were composed of a "mechanical" mixture of

following equation the component phases and that the densities of

E (13) each were additive according to the amounts
3(1-2A) present.
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2.5. Precision bas~is of earlier testing []1, 121 and the data -

The precision of th resiitk frv(t'(i~enc p)orted( here. 'Tlis standard of accept ability could
Waurements has been given its ab~out I pat l favor sonme materials at the expense of others,

)00 (2.3b). The speed of soliund, whteni calc and it should not he interpreted as a rigidI criteriozi
,ed from the logtdnlfrec ency, isthe most of thle quality of ally material 01. manlufactulrer's
Veise of all tiecntnsgiven since is eed p~roduct., lt

ly il helenth knwnto bot depends i The k-test was to dletermniie whetheri or
ly0 ond thele lngithdinoal torabutny 1aTin not two or more gre. %.ps of speeiniens were signiii-

)00,and he lngitu~liial requncy. The canitly (differenit in t lie degree of scatter. 'The /-
ror in this dletermination is less than 0.1 percent.. etwsue o(eenli hte i o i
hen combined with the other factors inivolved avrgs ft otgrops of datai wer-e alike. For
its (letermination the precision of E, is estimated bohteetssI- h wiei oiilic ee
be better than 0.4 percent,. The precision of was used. The 1-test wasupplied oaldy if tilie
Ef., E,0, and 17C from eq (12) aire estimated F-test, shIowed time two groups to hatve tile salnie
be about 0.4 percent. The precision of thl ere of scatter within tilie SpeCihe~d 95 l~IWILIlt

isson's ratio and lbulk modulus values are, from confiidence level. Tl'lv followinig table illulstra-t tes
e natuire of their determination, reduced[ by~ 11A these two tests wer~e emiphved to evaluiate
factor of 10, from 0.4 percent to 4 percent. tl aaleeso arctoladbthpea'l
The precision of the bulk (density measurements * ~r~ee ffbiaiin~ ~iclpeae
estimated to be about 0.2 percent. tioli for. thle two or Ilore grou ps of spec~imens of

eac~h matterial.
2.6. Statistical Treatment .- __ _________-__

A (detailed description of the statistical tech- I *, tire ba~tch mlixt-d Batchles Inixed lit (lif-
ques employed and their application to thfe s~tatisti'l a tica ~ll( 1,111, ci fereiit timies; sptvci-
trtimcular prob~lemns of thus Iinvestigation is pre- tet Icsfbaedt ieSarcteal(l iffervl~t timles, at otil( t ime.
nted in appendix 1. Thle basic features of this
atistical approach were as follows: INo significant differ- No significant differ-
In most cases two or more groups, usually con- fneIlabritha V]Wel gruiills fhatvl

sting of 10 specimens each, of a single type of F cation p~roceduires mlaterials were of
Laterial, were supplied by the manufacturer. resuilt inl products comparable varia-
'he different groups were either fabricated at. of comparable var- thility as were the
ifferent times, using the same batch, or fabri- iability. mixing procedures.
ited using batches prepared at. different times. No signiificant (hf- No signuticatit dif-
'hie first condition was designed to test the urn- ferenee mneans that fereuce means that.
)rmity of fabrication, whereas thle. latter condi- niot only were tile not only were the

.Of t~t~lfabrication proce- jImltches of comimpr-.o e thedie uniformity of batch preparation. (lures of coinpar- able variabl~itii but
.s mentioned inl thle introduction, the elastic aIl 'I))).iriabil it thbat, fihex' wereý suf-
)flstants and densities were usedl indlependlent~ly but they were sufi- ficiently uniform to
g indicators of thle uniformity of producetion. ficient ly uniform permit fabrication
The specimens of a single 'group were desig- to permit Jprodue- of prodiicts with Ithe

.ntioli of piroducts samie p)roperties.
ae"acpal"if the coefficient of variation with the( Same1

-as 1 percent or iess. This rather arbitrary cri- properI ies.
ýrion of acceptablility scenmed reasonablel on thie ___

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Presentation of Data TFables 7 to 25 inclusive give, the following data,
MI.tablardat tie pesetedin ppedix11. for each type of material separately: (a) tilie
.XIItabdar(laa ae peseue~lin ppedixII. average value for each phlysica~l prolpeity ; (1)) the

For illustration only, complete dLata and( calcu- 95 percenlt cnilceimt iegvnby the nuim-
tiofls are given for ote material, Code 4, bX2 : ers following, tile averagoe valuies; (c) the coefli-
Itables 2, 3, and 4. ( _ taniiid d eviation~
Table .5 gives results of thle X-ray diffraction Oitto aito veragl~e - 1

Kaminattions. This table includes (descriptions (di) the calculated and er-ititcal F-test, number;
r thle phases present, thle unit cell parameters, and, (e) the calculated and critical I-test. uminber
nd the theoretica~l dlensities calculated from time when applicable.
liffraction data. Tlhe discussions of the 20 maitteriails, generally,
'Fable 6 presents a stimmary- of thle elastic are given in thle, following'- order: (1) 1)es'rlipt ionl

i~op~ert~ies aind densities for. all the materials of eachl type of mnaterial, fabrica~tion, heat IrIieat-
udid.muId en, aiiild general conmumeimts Onl their appearance:
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(2) acceptability with respect to the coefficients of The group would be "acceptable" oil the basis
variation of the bulk densities and elastic con- of the variation of any physical property. No
stants; (3) comments on the significance of the statistical comparison calculations were made for
statistical comparison calculations; and, (4) other this and either of the groups of the ('ode 4 mate-
discussion of data, when appropriate. rial because examination of the values of the

physical properties shows that there is little, if

3.2. Results for Different Materials ally, difference.
(ode 2: Two groups of 10 specimens per group

a. Aluminum Oxide-AI3O, (Tables 7 and 7a) were fabricated from the same material, but group
I was heat-treated in a production kiln and group

(Cde 1: The six groups of hot-pressed fused II was heat-treated in a laboratory kiln. 'l'hose
A120 3 were made from the same batch and heat- heated in the production kiln attained a sligihtlv
treated under the same conditions but at different higher temperature. Both groups wouhl be

times. These specimens were gray in color sug- ''acceptable" on the basis of tlhei bulk densit y
gesting that they contained some carbon or graph- variations; only the group I specimens could be

ite. However, one specimen of group I was heated considered almost "acceptable" \with regard to
for 30 minutes at 1,200* C in an oxidizing atmos- their elastic constants variation. \lore im1por-
phere with no appreciable loss in weight (0.01%) tant, when the various p)roperty values of both
and no color change. groups, with the exception of the values for

Based upon their measured bulk densities, all Poisson's ratio, are compared statistically, the
of the groups would be considered "acceptable." two groups are significantly ditTerent. In this
With the exceptions of the specimens of groups IV instanee, then, one could nlot predict the charac-
and V, the specimens would be "acceptable" ac- teristics of a production product if that preddic-
cording to the variations of the elastic constants. tion is based Uilon the characteristics of a labora-
As a single group, however, these specimens would toiT product.
not be "acceptable" when based upon the coeffi- ('ode 14: Twelve specimens of a high-purity
cients of variation of either their bulk densities A12() were cold-pressed and sintered to produwe

or the values of the elastic constants. a p)roduct that was said to be impervious to gases

Code 27: This group of seven specimens is one at elevated temperatures, however, the (hensities

of a series fabrkiated to produce a high density, and elastic moduli given in table 7 were relatively

polycrystalline material, by cold-pressing and sin- low. These specimens would be "accep)table" oil

tering. Although a relatively high density was the basis of tile coefficients of variation of any

achieved with very small variability in the bulk of the physical l)roperties.
density measurements, the specimens would not ('ode 15: These eight specimens were fabricated
be "acceptable", on the basis of their elastic con- the Sale manner as that used for the (ode 26

stants variations, and 27 speciimens. b)ut using a dlifferent supplier 's
materials. Neither high (hensity nor high values

Code 26: Two additional groups of specimens for the elastic constants were obtained, and the

were fabricated using the best method developed spectinwns would 1be "acceptal)he" only on the
for the Code 27 specimens. Both of these groups )asis of the bulk density var!itiots.
would be "acceptable" according to their varia- Code 5: Eleven specimens of a very high-
tions in bulk densities and group 11 would be purity A120 3 were (ol(l-1)resSed 11Il sint,,erd in a
"acceptable" with respect to the elastic constants "high-temperature" production kiln. A low-
variations. Comparisons of the properties of dnity produresu ction kln A "op-

both groups show that the batches and the fabri- tdensity protuct resulted that woulld be "raccept-

cation procedures that were established were able" only ol the basis of thle Sdeal Variatyion of

satisfactory to provide specimens having repro- the bulk dlensity values

ducible physical properties. Geiieral ('oinnicid: Figure 1, bsdonl tho
adata in table 7, shows the relationship btween

Code 4: Two groups of 10 specimens each were the average bulk density, the average values of
prepared from a very high-purity A120 3. The speed of sound, Young's modulus, and the shear
specimens were semitranslucent and appeared to modulus for the A120 3 specimens. These results
be impervious. Each group was cold-pressed and are in general agreement with those of Coble1 ald
sintered at the same temperature but at different Kingery [131 who found the elastic moduli of
times. Both groups would be "acceptable" on A12 0 3 specinens to increase with decreasing
the basis of the coefficients of variation of the porosity. When one considers that the data
determined properties. Sta',istical comparisons of represent the products of three different fabricators
the properties of both groups indicate that this and some five different batches, the regularity of
material and the particular fabrication process the j'esults is quite surprising. When the curves
can be used to produce uniformly reproducible are extrapolated to the value of the theoretical
specimens. X-ray density, the values of the elastic constants

Code 3: This group of five specimens had a compare very favorably with those determined
composition and fabrication similar to those of for the hot-pressed specimens that attained
Code 4. almost theoretical density.
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FicuRm 1. Data for A1203.

b. Ruby Alumina-AIl0 3 + Cr2 03 (Table 8) The results, whiich are given in table 8 as codes

Two groups of five specimens each were ob- 6B and 76 showed that, when these specimens
med on loan. One group contained ý6 weight were heated at a sufficiently high temperature,
rcent Cr2 3 (othey would be considered "acceptable" only on the,ntained 1 weight6) and Crthe other simulating(Code7) basis of the variation of the bulk density values.

the compositions of natural ruby. The alumina Although a considerable decrease was noted in the
Sitcoefficients of variation of the elastic constants fored in compounding these specimens is the same t weight percent Cr2 3

that used for the Code 5 specimens (see. a). , gprotp contn they e regheated p no areOi
,received the specimens were extremely porous imePucY"awhen thureryd iwere reheatd of aprei-

the result of the very low-temperature treat- aecng or--u- the ooai Ieficets ofri-
ent that they had received. Because of small tion for the group containing 1½ weight percent
,e and density, none of the resonant longitudinal Cr2 0 3. It was more interesting, however, that
bration frequencies could be obtained. After additional heat treatment caused only small
e data given in table 8 were obtained, the speci- changes in the calculated values of Poisson's ratio.
ens were heat-treated at 1,800' C, reshaped and The change in value for the Code 6 specimens is
:ain tested. the reverse of the bulk density-Poisson's ratio

524074-60--2 7



trend shown for practically all of the other data graphite from the arc-fusion process and the
available for other materials, graphite mold of the hot-pressing apparatus. In

addition, X-ray diffraction examination of one
c. Matne.1um Ouide-MisO (Tabhe 9 and 9&) specimen showed that it contained mullite and at

C('oe 2.;: Two groups of specilinelis Were fabri- least 10 percent of free Al20,.
cate frm tle ainehath bt hnt-teatd a itWith tile e'xceptionk of group IV, all Would be

differen fromte sm batc bro u te heat-treated hith- acceptable'' oin the basis of their bulk leuisitv
denirtyr'l tues to seil~rdien yc hig- jresit and hh- VariatLions; however, tilie eClatire lot ats at groupi
desitytrg testh gpeciups bywould be"aepstable" whid be ''Unaccep~talble' Oil tile snie basis. Ondv

sgnroung B1th groupsin butl 2e Specmeepawold6
because of the smnall variation of the bulk density group IIle, cont ording l~to 2 tpiens c oefilets bf
values, but Only group I1 IWould he ''acceptable 'acpal',acrig otecehceuso
Oiltil ai fvrailin hee elastic contanitits. variation of thle elastic p~rop~erties. Threai~ appear's

of vriatons n th elaticto be solue differenice aniouig nmost of the group~s
Statist ical comlparisonl of the p~rop~erty V allies itel eas l 1eiiiswr aefo i
(1-test) of tile two grilops iindicaites thlat. this lsamed itieczl, it wold speiens thre maratifomsi tile
material and fabrication prceur iintl b con ('utln mat( oerialitiwoul ofl the t viaresiatiog failith
sidleredl satisfactory for p~roducing, front timle to wenrel sundoienttion c of tile sinfiot-pchange faiit t %e
litune, specimiens of .adboumt the samne chairac terist ics. eeStfiint as infcn hne l lt

C'ode 25: These two groups of sp)(ciniits, Wer prodluct in thlree of the five groups p~rocessedl.
fabricated simfilarly to the (Code 24 vJecimnens. ('od -, 17 andI 18: Two groupjs of tell cold-pressed
Somne Slight difference,; occurred during the prepa: n itrt -cmn ail eeodandspr
ration. ately. Tlhe (Code 17 sp~eciniens were Subjected to

Eithier group would be ''acceptabale' oin t le basis it shorl burn'', While the (Code 18 sjpecimniens
of the variation of their bul1k (densities. Statistical suistainled a ''lonig burn"', both at tile Samle tent-
ainalyses of 1both groups5 Showed thait., ailthbough no0 pera! (I re. X-ra1Y diffr-act ionl examina tion of omie
really significaint (hiffe-renee in the variabl~it v of specimetn of each group~ indhicaited thait bothi were
the mnaterial wiv, iiitrt)(lced because of the siiligt sige-iae aera.
Procedhiral change, as indhicatedl b)% the F-test Both group~s would. be conisidlered "acceptab~le''
results, the chitange did affect the avecralge valules- onl t(le basis of their hulk diensity variautionis alld
significantly. as- indhicated by the f-est restilts. the (Code 18 specimiens would be "'accep~tab~le'

Code ;M3,:Thiese two groups were the first trials Willi respect to thle elastic Constants vriaitionl.
ait producaing at high-purity, high-density p)rodulct. C'omparisoni of the p~l'ysicail prop~erties of bo0th
Each was mande fromn at different. Source of muag- groups by the t-test shows tflat thle heat, treat -
niesmuini carbonate. Each Would h~e cohi'sider((I men t significantly a -affectedl thle c'hauracteristics of
''aiCeeIt.)ille" only oti thie b)itsis of their bul1k thle test sp~ecimlenls. It, is evident that the longer
denlsity Variations. hleating, period, althioughi it (lid not 1itauteriall V

(et 9: /. Two groups tif 11) specilennes each were affect the hulk (lens-itY, or' elastic niioluilus vahuae"~
fabricated fromt a fused 'Mg() material by (!oldl- did rePsult inta int. uni-forml lrOluict.
pressing and sintering. Thiis mnaterial hals it purityv
of +95 Percent. The test specimlenis wer~e ex- e. Multite-[- ZrO2 (Table 11)
tremiely porous1. soniewhat friable, and tant in color, (Code 22: One group of 10 cold-pressed and
speckld wvith light-browiu areas. Both groups -
were prep~ared fromt the samne miaterial and( b)oth sin teredh speclilens we-re, ohtaiined that, tWere coml-
Were huent-trea teml simiultaneously, but in diffe-rent pounded fromt a mixtutre of miullit e (th e sa ine as
lpart~s of thle samne kiln, that used for the (Code 17 and 18 mullite speei-

The only bnsis for ''acceptability'' of bo0th iencs) and zircon. Tlhiese Were fabricated anad
grou) vu~ ~ h o celhcieiits, of viiriaitio'l of heat-treated in at manner similar to thait, uisedl for
thle bulk density values. ( omnparison of data, the Code 17 and1( IS nitdhite specimens. X-ray
obtained for each of the p~hysical properties of dhiffra~ctioni examination of one, of the test slJWCi-

bot gr~mls sowstha ths mt~rahtm'~itl~eat ncs showed no zircon p~resenit and also that tbe
511(1 location iii thle particular kilni were such that, iie otielmlit n lot2 ~ret
with two exceptions (pt. and KI), there was no Of mon1oclinlic ZI0 2. INo hypothesis is idvancedl
really significant difference aiccordinig to the F- andt for the loss of silica from the zircon, but the SiO.,
t-tests. formled from the decomnposit ion is assumled to have

d. Mullite-3AI 2O 3 -SMO2 (Tables 10 and 10a) Tius group couldl he. considered ''acceptable''
both oil the basis of the coefficients of variation for

Code 16: Five groups of hot-pressedl mullite, bulk density and elastic constants. If it can be
totaling 20 specimens, were made from the same asslimed t1hiatt thesse Specimens and those of Code
material but hieat-treatled at. differenat. tilales, pre- 17 receivedl thle sniate fhihricat tion n icilhat treait-
sumably uinder tile same Presstare-temlpea'atlare mien ts, thl en it appears that thle adldit ion of zircon
conditions. Althoughi the purities of the starting is almost a~s benieficial ats a. "long bulrn" in produc-
materials were, about the, same in Codes 1f), 17, ing moi. nniformi property char-acteriistics, biit
and 18, those of Code 16 were contaminated withi that the dlensities and elastic inoluli are reduced.
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f. Spinet-MgO -Al. 0 , Tables 12 and 12a) furinace (lid not seriotuslY aiffeet t lie charne-21l eriu';t js

( )de 20: Five groups of hot-pressed spmnel, Code 51:( rdThits.gopo 0SeieSw
totaling 20 speimuens, were fabricated from arCode61: fro s agmioure of vr spuries lw-ere-
tfie same batch comlposition but Ilteat- treatel at pebriatued fromi( TaO aixtur Cof bey pue ol~l-pess-
(liff eren t times. The specimens appeared to lbe ieaurg and s~interig 'T102 n spCimCns wer Cof-whitS

coasey rvsalrl, gan f' n 1a in color. 'The statistical treatment showed that
visible. The Specielnels werel freely 51)Ceklod 11-itl tile group wouIld be ''acceptable" onl the basis of
black areas. These areas aire believed to be con- both tile 1)t11k densities andl the elastic constants.
tauuilatiofls fromi both thle arc-fusion process and
the hot-pressing operation. X-ray diliraiction ex- h. Uranium Dioxide-U0 2 (Table 14)
aminilatioll of Onle specimlenl shlowed thlat it (011- Code 19: The, five sp~ecimneis of this group.)
tainedl magnesia spinel and less than .5 percent of wvhich were prep~aredl bv cold-pressing followed by
free M~gO. iiengil1hyrgnamshrhdabk

AR1 of the groups, individually or as a lot, were Siltrii -c hdoento m tilolheoretic5(1al bulk
'acceptable"' according to their bulk dlensity vaia density about. 95 1)ercn ftertcl h

uramnim oxide used[ in fabricating tile slpecini)(1ltions, but "'unacceptable"' from tile stanidpoinit of na .5mlsrte uu .t oe fo~el
variatmon of the elastic constants. When the Thid205mls ratiochn ed during fabric ols iofm to2.02.
properties of each of thme groups are compared Thes gratou woanld bein faccpable"on tile.0asiS
wAit those of all of thle specimens, a surprising o )Th he brupwulk denst "accetale o ol eatie baons
consistuncy is noted. In fact., this spinel is, one sfbtanthexep bukdnst an1 onal eati.cn
of the few hot-pressed materials that gav'- a fairly ('odexca:Oep tet spKie was fabicte b
consjstent. product..

('d 1 wogop f8 n Oseimn ~wi cold-pressiuig and sintering anl ''a-mniloia-precul)I-Cod 21 Tw grupsof an 10speinins nch tatedl' U02 L material. Tile ifleasui'e( values airewere made fromt thle same material as was used for included~ inl table 14.
the Code 20 specimens, except that they were
fabricated by cold-pressing aid( sintering. Each L* Stabilized Zirconia-ZrO2-j-CaO (Tables 15 and 15a)
,group was heat-treated at (different times. '[he
test specimens were snow-white inl color, very All of the materials dlescrib~ed ill this sectionl
porous, somewhat friable, and rather weak. Ti% o contain about. 5 weight p~ercenlt of ('aG. When
of group I were broken in handling. Unlike those such mixtures are heated they form cubic solid
of Code 20, the specimens 'were fine-grained. solutions which are, free from the (liscontintious

Thle g-roup 11 specimens could be considered volume changes associated wvith tile mulonloclinlic-
''acceptable" onl the basis of time bulk densities 1)ut tetragonal .iuversions that occur between 8000 C
not onl the basis of the elastic properties. The a~nd 1,2000 C in pure ZrO2 [15, 161.
group I specimlens were not "acceptable" on any (Code 11: Four groupjs of hot-pressed stab~ilizedl
basis. When the two groups were compared with zirconia, totaling 18 specimens, were Illad~e from
eaClm othler by tile F- alld f-test, it call ]w Seen the same mfixture but hecat-treated at. different
that the. differences that oceurred from processing times.
atit different times caused a. significeant, difference inl All groups would be "'accep~table"' ol thle basis
all proper-ties, except ,.of their coefficients of variation for thle buflk

density, but none wouldI be "acceptable" according
g. Thorium Dioxlde-ThO 2 (Tables 13 and 13a) to the variations of the elastic constants. A corn-

parison between group~s seemis uinjus'afied 1because
Both types of thoria described ill this rep~ort,, of the extremely large variations (about 30%)

Codes 10'and 51, contain' ! weight percent of CaO of all. of thle specalimens, considered as a group.
(usually added as CaC03) for clensification. Anticipating data to be presented later iin this

The thoria used in the preparation of Code 10 section, inspection of the data inl tableh 15 shows
specimens was electrically-fused, whiule that used that,, although these llot-prcssedl specimen.; at-
for thle Code 51 specimens was a very pure tamned a very high bulk density, thme values of' thle
(99.9± %), low-temperature calcined material, elastic constants wvere as low as (anid inl some

C"ode 10: Two groups of 10 specimens each were instances lower than) the values determined for
cold-pressed from the samecmixture and simulta- the cold-pressed and( silitered specimlliens. It is
zicously sintered at tile same furnace temperature, b)elievedl that this anomialy' is due to internal
but in different parts of the furnace. Tf le speci- laminations andI cracks inl the specimens. Such
mens were a light-brown w~ith a pink cast. faults inl thlese test specimens couldl sometimes

Statistically, both groups would be considered be show~n to exist., although their full extent
"ccacceptalble", although *som~e of the calculated could not be, readily evaluatedl, b~y judicious
i'last i conlstants hiad variat ions 0111t. exceedled thle "jprolbing'' dur11ing the reýsonant frequency dleter-
lleceptublilily liniuiis. TleI"-v~ sho-wed signifi- lilin~atiolls. At times, thle dir-ection and niagnii-
cant differences for bul1k (leiisit y mand bul1k mnoluhlls; tilde of' the flaw can be applroxinmatedl, but it

hle only property that showedl a significan-t. (iffer- does, not. appear feasible to attempt a quantita-
enco by th lnM -tst was the shear miodlulls. Thiis, tive evaluiation of tile effects. Therefore, all of
uiniformiity indhicat~es that, thie position ili the( thiese, and~ the later, (data given for stabilized
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zirconia are suspect. Although there was a small that the mixture can or cannot be fabricated with
spread in the bulk density measurements, ap- uniform characteristics from time to time.
parently indicating production uniformity, the Code 28: Two groups of cold-pressed and sin-
very large spread of the elastic constants indicated tered A120 3 +Cr cermet, 10 specimens per group,
that actually this was not the case. This is an were prepared from the same mixture but heat-
excellent example of the value of the dynamic treated at different times. The composition is
measurements in determining the variability of similar to, but not identical with, the Code 30
specimens. specimens. As was the case for all of the A120 3+

Code 13: Two groups of 10 specimens, which Cr mixtures, the X-ray diffraction examinations
were fabricated by cold-pressing and sintering, showed only a single chromium-metal phase. A
were made from the same material and heat- possible explanation for the absence of Al2O reflec-
treated simultaneously at the same furnace tem- tionsis that the chromium-metalbecame"smeared"
perature, but the groups were located in different over the surface during polishing, thus masking
parts of the furnace, the alumina phase.

Either group would be "acceptable" only with Only the group I specimens could be considered
respect to the low coefficients of variation for "acceptable" on the basis of their low coefficients
the bulk densities; they would not be "acceptable" of variation for the bulk densities and elastic con-
with respect to the elastic constants. With the stants. When the physical properties of each
exception of the bulk density values, statistical group are compared statistically, it is apparent
comparison of the elastic constants of both groups that variations in heat-treatment caused a signifi-
showed that the location in the furnace (assuming cant change in all of the properties with the
all else equivalent) significantly affected the char- possible exception of the values for Poisson's
acteristics of the products. ratio.

Code 12: These two groups of 10 specimens each
were submitted by the fabricator with the com- k. Ni-bonded Titanium Carbide-TIC+Ni (Tables 17
ment that "considerable fabrication difficulty was and 17a)

experienced with longitudinal seams and trans- Four TiC+Ni mixtures containing 10 to 30
verse cracks." Both groups were made by cold- weight percent of Ni were fabricated by cold-
pressing and sintering. They were prepared from pressing and sintering. The TiC had about 6
the same mixture and heat-treated at the same weight percent of tantalum and niobium carbides
temperature, but at different times, in a laboratory in solid solution. Each of the four codes was
furnace. prepared and heat-treated separately under identi-

These two groups showed the lowest bulk densi- cal conditions. The nickel content of these
ties of any of the stabilized zirconias. On the mixtures are:
other hand, the elastic constants are not only the Code 31-about 10 wt % Ni
highest but also the most uniform. For example, Code 32-about 20 wt % Ni
the group II specimens would be considered "ac- Code 33-about 30 wt % Ni
ceptable" on the basis of most of the physical Code 33-about 30 wt % Ni
properties. Statistical comparison of the elastic Code 34-about 30 wt % Ni (a modified Code
properties of the two groups indicates that the 33 composition)
fabricator supplied this material with uniform Code 31: Both groups of specimens would be
characteristics in spite of his fabrication difficulties, considered "acceptable" on the basis of the coeffi-

cients of variation for both the bulk densities and
J. Alumina+ Cbromiun-Al2 + Cr (Tables 16 and 16a) elastic constants, although group I might be

borderline. Comparison of the physical proper-
Code 929: The group numbers of the 19 speci- ties by the t-test of the two groups shows that

mens of this cermet were considered as one group. the mixing and general fabrication controls are
Another two groups of the same material are de- such that materials having about the same vari-
scribed in the next section. With the exception ability can be produced at different times; also,
of the low variation of the bulk density values, the the t-test shows that this cermet can be repro-
Code 29 specimens as a single group would not be duced with substantially the same physical
considered "acceptable". properties.

Code S0: These two groups of 10 specimens each Code 32: Both groups of specimens would be
were cold-pressed and sintered. They have the acceptable" except for Poisson's ratio and bulk
same composition as the Code 29 specimens. The modulus. Comparison of the physical properties
two groups were made from the same mixture but of the two groups shows that, although tile. mixing
heat-treated at different times. and general fabrication controls were such that a

Both groups could be considered "acceptable" material with the same scatter in values can be
on the basis of bulk density or the elastic constants, reproduced from time to time, the materials were
with the possible classification of group I as a not consistent in their physical properties.
borderline case when considering the elastic prop- Codes 83 and 3•4: The same statistical comments
erties. Again, because of the borderline nature of that were given for the Code 32 material are
one of the groups, it is difficult to say, statistically, applicable to these materials.
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General Comments: Figure 2 shows the extent The same comments that were given for specimen
of the variation of the values of the elastic con- size, reshaping, and calculation method for boron
stants and the bulk density with the nominal nickel carbide (sec. 2.3(a)) are applicable to these speci-
content. The average values of the two groups of mens. The addition of titanium diboride in-
each mixture for codes 31, 32, and 33 were aver- creased the bulk density but did not significantly
aged to provide the data for these curves, affect the values of the elastic constants.

1. Boron Carbide-B 4C (Table 18) n. Silicon Carbide-SiC (Tables 20 and 20a)

Two groups of 10 hot-pressed specimens (Code Code 45: "High-purity" materials, probably
44) were made from the same batch but each was less than 3 percent of uncombined silicon or carbon
prepared and heat-treated at a different time. excess, were used for both Codes 45 and 35. Two
For the reasons stated in section 2.3(a), torsional groups of cold-pressed and sintered specimens,
frequencies were determined for only one speci- 9 and 8 specimens, respectively, were prepared
men of a group; and consequently, no statistical from the same material but heat-treated at dif-
comparisons were made. ferent times. The resonant longitudinal vibra-

tion frequencies could not be determined with the
m. Boron Carbide+Titanium D1boride--BC+TiB2  available equipment on the 15-cm long specimens

because of the high values of the speed of sound.

Code 43: These four groups of five specimens Therefore, the elastic moduli were calculated only
were hot-pressed from the same mixture of 82 from the flexural mode of vibration.
parts (volume) of B4 0 and 18 parts of TiB2, but Both groups would be "acceptable" on the basis
each group was heat-treated at a different time. of their variation in bulk density values, and group
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FxcUan 2. Compositional dependence of the elastic constants and bulk density for TiC+ Ni (codes 51 through 84).
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II would be "acceptable" with respect to the q. Zirconium Diboride-ZrB, (Tables 23 and 23a)
variability in elastic constants. When the physi- Code 41: Four groups of five hot-pressed speci-
cal properties of the two groups are considered, it mens were made from the same material but heat-
is apparent that the two groups, except for Ef,, treated at different times.
are significantly different. With the exception of tile specimens of group

Code 35: Two cold-pressed and sintered groups, III, all other g-roups would be considered "accept-
were prepared from the same material but heat- able" i)cau|se of their low coefficients of variation
treated at different times. X-ray diffraction ex- for both the bulk density antd elastic (colstait-;
amination on one specimen revealed that it was values. When the values of each of tile groups
composed of a mixture of cubic crystals with are compared with the values for the entire code,
several hexagonal SiC phases. It has been shown it is apparent that tile values for the phiysical
[171 that there are some 15 or more hexagonal properties were iot reproduced from timle to time.
polytypes of SiC, all or any of which may coexist (odc 4.2: Two groups of 10 hOt-pressed Speci-
with or without the cul)ic form. monls, whose Compfosition is a modifictationi of

On the basis of the coefficients of variation for Code 41, Wer, falbricated at different t imes.
their bulk densities only, both groups could be Comnparison of the values of both groutps slhows
considered "acceptable". When tile other prop- that nonuiiiforiu specimens can be fabricated with
erty values of the two groups are compared by reprodulcilble propertiesi, although licit her of the
by the F- and t-test, it appears that the iiia- groups would be "accepltable"' under the criteria
terials and fabrication methods can, in general, cstambished.
provide reproducible products, but with rather
poor uniformity of physical property character- r. Molybdenum Disilicide-MoSi2 (Tables 24 and 24a)
istics; the uniformity of bulk density ap)pea's to Coode 39: Six groups) of hot-pressed spe'imien's,
be the exception. 19 ill ilt, were prepared from the same m ,t erial

desi-fnated as of "high piurity" but 110at-treated
at different times.

o. Silicon Carbide+ Boron Carbide--SIC+ BC All of the g-roups, with the exceptions of II and(Table 21) III, wouhl be "''cceptable"' on tile baIsis of tile
low variation of their bulk (lenlsities. allthough lhe

C'ode 37: Each of the 4 groups of 5 specimens of entire code would not b)e "acceptable"; g-roups IV
this material (designated as "boron (carbide and VI would 1)e "jaccepttahj)I'' accorhdilg to tile
bonded silicon carbide") were made from the same coefflcients of variation for the elastic co.ostant's.
mixture but hot-pressed at different times. The
SiC was the same as that used for the Code 35 s. Nickel Aluminide-NiAI (Tables 25 and 25a)
specimens; the B4C was of "commercial" grade. Code 40: Two groups of cold-plressed specimens
The same comments given for specimen size, were fabricated from the same mixture b)ut heat-
reshaping, and method of calculation for boron treated at different times. The mixture was a
carbide (see. 2.3(a)) apply here. However, it will proprietary modification of the basic composition.
be noted that the addition of the 10 parts of B4C Only the specimens of group I woull be "accept-
very substantially increased the bulk density and able" and then only on the basis of the b1ulk
elastic moduli values. densities. When all of the physical properties of

tile two groups are compared, it should ble noctod

p. Zirconium Carbide-ZrC (Tables 22 and 22a) that the indicated similarity has little meaning
because of the large variability of the physical

Code 38: Six groups of hot-pressed zirconium properties. 3.3. Discussion
carbide, totaling 20 specimens, were made from
the same material but pressed and heat-treated One of the interesting observations was that
at different times. Tile material was of commer- Young's moduli obtained from the longitudinal
cial grade. X-ray diffraction examination of one mode of vibration were 1 to 2 p)ercent less in most
specimen showed it to be essentially a single phase cases than those obtained from the flexural mo(ldes.
material (ZrC) but that it contained a very small Similar measurements made with glasses 131 and
amount of free graphite. other homogeneous isotropic materials [181 have

Groups III, IV, V, and VI would be "accept- shown good agreement for Young's moduli calcu-
able" on the basis of the low variation for the lated fromn the flexural frequencies with Young's
bulk density values; however, the entire lot would moduli calculated from the longitudinal frequen-
not be "acceptable" according to the coefficients cies using the same equations for both calculations
of variation of the elastic constants. Assuming as in this investi-ation. Tile observed lack of
all else equal, the results in table 22 show that agreement for m my of the materials studied here
considerable variations in heat-treatment must may he attributed to one or more of the following
have occurred during the fabrication of these test causes arisin.r from some part of the fabrication
specimens. As was the case with many other process: (1) Variations in density in the specimen;
materials, there was very little change in Poisson's (2) Tile presence of cracks within the specimen.
ratio with heat-treatment. If these cracks are not randomly distributed, their
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gross effect will be that tf a sirt ui l,'aIl inihoiuo- of bulk deiisity and dytiaiic elastic constants as
geneity; (3) The segregation of grain sizes during production-control measurements for miaterials
fabricatiou (191; ani, (4) Thit lack of complete that are dificttlt to fabricate. 'iThe bulk decnsity
ranldomniless in the orientation of the crystalline values of each of the four groups of hot-l)ressed
particles composing the specirlheti. specimens (Code 11) show little variation. The co-

If the particles fornming the structure assume efficient of variation of the bulk d(ensity of the en-
some preferred orientation, theni macroscopically tire code of 18 specimens is only 1." l)ercent, yet the
the specimen vwill nct be completely isotropic. Yoting'ts imtodulus values for the same sieelinens
Roth [201 has dletinitely found evidhlece of such vary from 1,100 to 2,050 kldobars, antd the coefli-
crystalline orientation in small pressed pellets of cient of v-ariatiot is oui the order of :0 l)ercert. AI-
ceramic materials from X-ray diffraction exami- thought the calculations are not showni ill table 15,
nation. The presente of some orientation is shown the two groups of Code 13. when collsidrerd as a
by a (lifferent ititensity of certain lines than would whole, show a coefficient of variation of less than
be the case for a colnl)leteIy random oedientatiol. /2 perceint in bulk tiensities. On the other hand,
Although no such clear-cut tvidvence was fountd for the average ],If½ value for the 20 specimens as a
the specimens studied here, tihe 1)ossibility is not whole wias 1,380 kilobars with a coeflicient of varia-
ruled out that such small preferred orientationis lion of onlv 8.3 l)ercettt. In the set of specimens in
were present. which difficulties Were encount ered from lamina-

From the few isolated instances where inforina- tions and fissures (Code 12), the coeflicients of
tion was available for laboratory at(! production variation of both the bulk detnsity anti elastic
specimens, less variation occurred whtenI the same modulus values are low, althought the averaie value
material was fabricated as a production item than of Young's modulus was 1,483 kilobars comlpared
when it, was fabricatted as a laboratorv item. A to 1,380 for the average of Code 13. Althoough it
possible explanation is that, in each of these might ap)pear facetious, it Seems possible that. the
inistances, a higher heat-treatment temperature Code 12 Specimens were fabricated with uniform
was used for the ,production prodluct. There were imperfect ions.
also some data available for materials heat- Inasmuch as the precision of the elastic modulus
treated in the same furnace at the same term- measurements was estimate(d to be about 0.4 per-
perature but for different time intervals. It cent whereas that of the density measurements
these, appreciably smaller variations in dhensity was estimated as about 0.2 1)ercetit, it is pertincnt.
and elastic constants occurred for those specimens to inquire to what extent the coefficients of varia-
heat-treated for a longer period of time. It would tion of these two properties were affected by the
seem, therefore, that, although production econ- precision of the measurements themselves. Or,
omies wouhl dictate a minimum time at minimum stating the problem in another way, it is necessary
heat-treating temperatures, a more uniform and to ascertain whether the greater variability found
reproducible product would result, from increasing foi the elastic modulus measurements represents a
both firing time anid temperature. This improve- real variation from specimen to specimnen, thus
ment in the product appears to be readily achier- supporting the claim of greater sensitivity for this
able at a slightly increased production cost. The method a; an indicator of specimen uniformity, or
value of a statistical analysis for selecting the whether this increased variability was not merely
optimum temperature antd time should be ap- a reflection of the lower precision of the dynamic
parent. measurements.

It is anticipated that significant advances will The equation relating the contribution to the
be achieved in the uniformitv of commercially total variability, exl)ressetl here as at, in a property
available materials only recently developed, such measurement, from that due to tle variability in
as hot-pressed stabilized zirconia. As more general the measurement itself, o,,, and that due to the
experience in the hot-pressing techniques is accu- variation from sl)ecimen to specimen, ao, is as
mulated, one can reasonably expect t~o realize tie follows,
atlvantages of both higher density and of optimum
umiformity of the products. aT= N U,, ats (16)

The dynamic elastic constants, as measured or, ilt terms of the coefficient of variation, V,
here, appear to be more sensitive indicators of
product uniformity in quality control than are I ',2. (17)
bulk density measurements. However, in the
case of cold-pressed and sintered specimetis in In this investigatioi, I 'T= 1 percent was chosen
which the bulk densities are within a few percent as the criterion of acceptability, V,,=0.2 percent
of the theoretical value, for example, thorium and for density measurements, and VO0.4 percent.
uranium dioxide, Codes 10 and 19, bulk density for elastic modulus measurements.5
appears to be as sensitive a criterion as tihe
dynamic elastic constants. 5 Actually, l'. for elastic and density measurements was better than the

The reported information for the various types values given. In a normal dlstrhbuttcn, the coetficient of variation includes
about 34 percent of the cases, whereas the estimated measures of precision

of "stabilized" zirconia (see. 3.2.9) gives one of the would probably include more than 80 percent of the ases. Theresults,then,
make the contribution of the precision of the measurements to I "r even smallervery few examples available of the relative values than shown in the text.
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Therefore, for the elastic determinations of a different material, steel, which is generally
considered to be much more uniform with respect

1----(0.4)2+V! to this same property.
and V,= 0.92 percent Taking El whenever available, and EM other-

wise, the following summary was prepared for
for density measurements, all the materials studied;

1=.V(0.2)1+ V2 Range in coefficient Percentage of
of variation specimens

and 0 to 1% 44
0 to 2% 62

V.=0.98 percent. o to 2.5% 72
0 to3.0%81

Thus, it is seen that for a coefficient of variation of 0 to 3.0%

1 percent, the difference in precision of the elastic Analagous data for steel is not readily found.
modulus and density measurements is a negligible However, one study [21] gives the following results
factor since in both instances, by far the greater for specimens of "black sheet steel": V, for speci-
contribution to the coefficient of variation, Vr, mens cut in direction of rolling=2.4 percent.
stems from a real difference from specimen to Average of E= 1,962 kilobars; V, for specimens cut
specimen. Furthermore, as the coefficient of vari- transverse to direction of rolling=2.6 percent,
ation increases, the contribution from the precision average of E=2,053 kilobars; V, for specimens
of the measurement grows increasingly smaller, taken as a single group, 3.3 percent, average value
Conversely, the contribution from the precision of E=2,006 kilobars. Thus, it is seen that, if
of the measurements grows larger for coefficients of either value of V for steel is taken for comparison,
variation less than 1 percent. However, this is of about 70 percent of all the specimens of this in-
no practical importance since all coefficients of vestigation would be included, and, if the coef-
variation of 1 percent or less were considered ficient of variation of all the steel specimens with-
"acceptable" without regard to degree. However, out regard to direction of rolling had been taken
for those elastic constants which were more in- for comparison (which seems more reasonable),
directly computed, such as A and K, and hence then more than 80 percent of all the materials of
of decreased precision, the 1 percent coefficient of this investigation would be included. These data
variation as a criterion becomes much less signifi- (21] were for only one type of steel and ma not be
cant as, in these cases, the contribution of the pre- representative. But, if they are at all indicative,
cision of the measurement becomes more important then the materials of this investigation, as a whole,
and may overshadow any real specimen variability, compare favorably with a material which has

The problem may also be approached in an- traditionally been regarded as quite uniform.
other way, as follows: If a 1 percent coefficient It is believed that the present study shows that
of variation is set as a criterion of acceptability a relatively simple statistical approach can be
for density measurements and the precision of this valuable not only to the designers and engineers,
measurement is 0.2 percent and the contribution but also to the fabricators and suppliers. One
of V, is found to be 0.98 percent then what would of the main deterrents to the use of ceramic and
be an equivalent coefficient of variation to set for cermet materials in many applications where they
elastic modulus measurements? These have a seem to be potentially useful is the lack of knowl
precision of 0.4 percent and V, is also 0.98 percent. edge of the physical properties and constants of
The coefficient of variation under these conditions these materials, and, when such information is
is obtained from available, the lack of confidence in the uniformity

or reliability of the reported values. A great deal
VT_--= (0.4)2+(0.98)2=1.05%. of information on product uniformity could be

provided by the fabricators and suppliers, usually
This value is seen not to be significantly different without additional expense, by statistically ana-
from the coefficient of variation actually set and lyzing the data that are already available to the
groups of specimens having such a coefficient of manufacturer.
variation would indeed be classed as borderline
cases of acceptability.

In addition to its use as an indicator for de-
termining the uniformity of production for par- The author thanks Jack Shartsis for performing
ticular groups of specimens, it is interesting to most of the computations, Nancy Tighe for per-
estimate the variability of the elastic moduli of forming some of the later experiments and calcula-
all the materials of this investigation, taken as tions, and Robert S. Roth for performing the X-
a whole; and to compare this variability with that ray analysis.
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Appendix I. Statistical Treatment of Data

The following description is not intended as a scatter of two (or more) sets of data; that is,
basic exposition of the statistical concepts in- whether the groups (or materials, etc.) used to
volved but rather as an aid to those who might obtain that data are of a different degree of vari-
desire to perform the same (or similar) calcula- ability. In this study, the 95 percent confidence
tions and wish to have some understanding of the level was used. The F-number that is calcu-
significance of the results. All of the computa- lated from the expression,
tions used in this report are discussed and de-
scribed in detail by Youden [22] and Dixon and F=
Massey [231. S62

Let "x" iepresent a value of any property in
one group of specimens, "y" represent a value for where S.2 is always the larger number of the two
the same property of another group, "i" repre- being examined, is compared to tabulated critical
sent the average value of any property of the first F-values. The tabulated critical F-value selected,
group, "Y" represent the average value of the is in this situation that for the upper 2.5 percent
same property of the second group, "n" represent point of F. If the calculated value is higher
the number of values determined for any property than the critical value, a significant difference
in the first group, and "m" represent the number does exist.
of values determined for the same property of the (F) The t-test, essentially, is a method for
second group; then statistical calculations (based comparing the "accuracy" of two sets of data for
upon the assumption that the sets of data of all of the same property. The t-test should be applied
the determined properties cf the materials follow to the data of two groups only when the F-test
follow the normal distribution law) are performed has shown that these data sets are of comparable
according to formulas (A), (B), (C), and (D) variability. The t-test provides one with a cri-
which apply to the first group. Similar formulas terion for determining whether a significant dif-
with x replaced by y apply to the second group. ference exists at a selected confidence level between
Parts (E) and (F) apply to both groups. two averages, Y and g, on the basis of the spread of

(A) Standard deviation of an individual deter- the individual values, S. and S,, used to compute
mination=S=-='-ariance those averages. This test, however, does not

allow one to determine the accuracy of either Y or
o(-X)2 unless, of course, the true value is known.

orn As is the case with the F-test, the t-value that
P--1 is calculated is compared to tabulated critical

t-values and, if the calculated value is higher
than the critical value, a significant difference does

1 ... +X))--(x 1 x 22...- +X)2/2% exist (see the similar discussion of significance
S2n-1-1 under subsection (E), preceding). The calculated

value is obtained from the expression
(B) Standard deviation of the average of "n"

individual values=S'- --- t__ nXm

S(C) Coefficient of variationV, in %== (100) with n-+m--2 degrees of freedom, where S, is
X the pooled standard deviation of the individual

values of both groups, S. and S,, and is obtained
(D) Ninety-five percent confidence limits from

(C. L.) for the average are given by
8~f n _ s,= _[] )n+ -(Ey,) 2/m]j

_+S't in % =_. (n-1)+(m-1)

During the early part of this study, it was a part
Where t is the upper 2.5 percent point of the t dis- of the computation procedure to perform the F
tribution for n-1 degrees of freedom. If such and t-tests to compare the values of Ej, Er,, and
limits are calculated for many sets of data, there Ef,, in pairs, and those of us and p,,. Very rarely
will be approximately 95 percent of the sets for were significant differences found to exist and,
which the limits enclose the true average, therefore, the time-consuming calculations were

(E) The F-test, essentially, is a method for neglected for at least the latter half of the data
comparing the "precision" of two sets of data for obtained. However, occasional check calculations
the same property. It provides one with a cri- were made, but the results of such comparisons
terion for determining at a selected confidence level within a group are not included in this compilation
whether a significant difference exists between the of data.
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The preceding relations could be applied to the or at different temperatures in tile same furnace)
data obtained in this investigation in several ways. had a significant effect on either the scatter of
The approach selected is given as follows. Each the values obtained or the average of the property
of the suppliers of materials for the "bank" was values determined.
asked to prepare his specimens in either of two This series of statistical computations ha.s
ways: (1) Compound the same starting composi- another important value. Some of the suppliers
tion at two different times but fabricate each of the specimens for this "bank" took the oppor-
group identically; or, (2) compound one large tunity to fabricate specimens, from the same batch
quantity of the starting composition and fabricate composition, both in the laboratorv and on the
each group separately. All fabrications were to production line. Here, then, was an excellent
achieve the maximum practi hal bulk density and opportuniitv to evaluate the results of a laboratory
it was to be uniform throughout the specimens, or pilot-plant experiment antd a production rtni.

The calculations of the standard deviation of an It seemed, therefore, that the statistical methods
individual measurement of each group and the described shoul b)e of considcrable interest for
coefficient of variation for all of the properties many types of laboratory and production-control
permits one to use the reliability of the measure- evaluations.
ments of any property az a criterion for deter- When it was shown that a significant difference
mining the product uniformity or acceptability, existed for the F-test, it was concluded that the
That acceptability nmay be based upon an arbitrary materials were not of comparable variability due to
or specified standard variation. If average values a variation either during the c'ompounding or the
were determined repeatedly and if in each instance fabrication stages depending upon the prodiction
95 percent confidence limits were calculated for the conditions. Under these conditions, one must
average value, then in the long run we would logically conclude that the t-test is nIot appli-
expect that 95 percent of the confidence limits cable because the materials of each group wcrec
would include the true average value, not of comparable scatter (F-test results).

Application of the F- and t-tests to the data Briefly then, under the conditions imposed, tile
obtained from specimens prepared under the results of tie F-test show whether material of
first condition allows one to state that there coml)arai)le variability is produced, and tie t-
was or was not a significant difference in the test shows whether it can be supplied with1 re-
compounding procedures of tile same nominal producible properties from time to time. It

cm u imust 1)e re-emphasized that one must not. blildly
composition at different times. In a similar way apply such conclusiois to groul)s of data for
the F- and t-tests can show whether or not which other conditions may have been variedl.
the fabrication differences (such as heating at The F- and t-tests are not as restrictive as may
different times, or in different types of furnaces, be implied from this discussion.

Appendix II. Tabular Information

The locations of the tabular data for each ma- The symbols in the tables have the following
terial discussed in the previous sections of this significance:
report are presented below.

Page Ei=Young's modulus from the longitudinal resonant
Table 7-Data for A1203 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- 22 frequency.
Table 8-Data for Ruby A120 3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  24 Ef0 =Xoung's modulus from the flexural resonant
Table 9-Data for MgO --------------------- 24 frequency in flatwise vibration.
Table 10-Data for Mullite-3A203 -2SiO2 - - - - - -  26 Ef,=Young's modulus from the flexural resonant
Table 11-Data for Mullite-+ Zr02 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 26 frequency in edgewise vibration.
Table 12-Data for Spinel-MgO. A120 3 - - - - - - - -  28 G-Shear Modulus.
Table 13-Data for ThO2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- 30 ,= Poisson's ratio using E, and G.
Table 14-Data for U0 2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- 30 Mf,,=Poisson's ralio using Ef,, and G.
Table 15--Data for "Stabilized" ZrO2 - - - - - - - - - -  32 Uf,= Poisson's ratio using Ef, and G.
Table 16-Data for A120 3 -+Cr ---------------- 34 K,= Bulk modulus, using E, and pl.
Table 17-Data for TiC-+-Ni ----------------- 36 Kf.,=Bulk modulus, using Ef, and ph.
Table 18-Data for B4C ---------------------- 36
Table 19-Data for B4C+T'iB2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  38 Underlined F and t values indicate that a significant
Table 20--Data for SiC ---------------------- 38 difference exists between the compared groups.
Table 21-Data for SiC+B 4C ----------------- 40 The F and t ratios marked with an asterisk indicate
Table 22-Data for ZrC ---------------------- 40 that the comparison has been made with the critical
Table 23--Data for ZrB2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 42 value similarly marked. Two critical values derive from
Table 24-Data for MoS .- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 42 the fact that in choosing this tabulated (critical) value
Table 25--Data for NiA .--------------------- 44 different numbers of specimens are involved.
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TABLE 1. Materils, ioarc., and ge etral fabricaltion data

[ ).1 aiullfac' Mef'. • t ur.'s a ic.al

Maier ha N om inal com position Code Source N o. of N o. of R eported ___________ _ - ion a TIp ert ure

No. specimens groups purity DN mcthod of hieating b,
______________________ ______________________ ____________I Designation Control No.

SC.
Alumina - - A120 I I 20 6 99+ .. C-5633 11 (2, (iO+)

2 i 2o 2 UN+ .. ...... LA7N55 t' 1,72.5
3 11 5 1 'P,+ . 'LA ti3 CP 1,7,50
4 11 20 2 99+ -..... LA 61('"3 ' 1,750
5 F II 1 ....... Pure 56i2V CP 1P650

14 F 12 1 ---- Vitreous 555Qt p 1, 45)
15 (i 8 1 W9 9 ------------ .. ......--- 'P , C 1,4
26 (1 14 2 99 9 ------ l-- ----------....
27 Q 7 1 99.9 -- (-p 1-- - -

Ruby alumina ------------- w.50 AltOs+0.5 CriOs 6 F 5 1 --................... A33A CI 0
98.6 AI2Os+l.5 Cr2O3 7 F .--------.---.------- -A34A cl'.

9 11 20 2 ------ Fused M-202 "1' 1.7 W
Magnesia ------------------ MgO 23 G 10 2 . f---------------------- --. 18 4i

24 0 11 2 49.9 ----------- ----------- ('I' 1-.
25 0 14 2 99•9 -----------.-------------. ('I ,K

Mullite --------------------- 3AIOs.SiOs 16 if 20 5 ---------- Fused C-5657 111 (1,750)
17 F 8 1 --------------------------------- (1' 1, 65A
18 F 10 1 -------------------------- ---- CP l. 611

MulUte+zirconia ----------- 3AI0 3 .2SIOa+ZrOs 22 F 10 1 -.--------.--------- 397Z C1, o1,5

Spinel ---------------------- gOAIs 20 .. 2) 5 .---------- Fused C,-5"AM lip (I.56+)
21 11 18 2 -------------------- 431927 CP 1, 7S5

Thoria ----.--------------- ThO2+0.5%70 CaO 10 II 17 2 ----------.----------- 431924 C'P 1.785
51 ( 10 ----.---------------------- -------------- CP 1,8

Urania ------------------ UO 19 C 5 1 99.9 ----.-------- C\ Cl' 1,710
19a a 1 1 99.9.------------ Niis-ppt CP 1,750

Stabilized zirconia...--------& 1ZrO+50 CaO II H 18 4 ----------.----------- C-5W33 liP (2.000+)
12 H 20 2 --------------------- LZ7590 CP 1,720
13 11 20 2 --------. -.----------- LZ604 CP (1,700+)

Chromium bonded alumina A1h0 3+Cr 28 D 20 2 ---------- LT-1 MT895/823 Cast (1,600)
Chromium bonded alumina AIsOs+Cr+Mo+TiOi 29 D 19 1 _---------- LT-1B Mixed Cast (1.600)

(modified). 30 D 20 2 ---------- LT-IB 4168/169 Cast (1,000)

Nickel bonded titanium TiC+NI 31 E 20 2 ---------- KI50B 3010/3011 CP 1,3001o1,5W40
carbide. 32 E 20 2 ---------- K151 2459/SC297 ClP 1,300 to 1,50)

33 E 20 2 ---------- K152B 2697/2739 CP 1.30w to 1,500
34 E 20 2 ---------- K162B 2752/2889 CP 1, 300 to 1, 500

Boron carbide ------------- 40 B3 44 H 20 2 --------------------- X431925 lip

Boron carbide - titanium B4C+TiB2 (82/18 vol) 43 H 20 4 --------------------- B5592 liP
boride.

Silicon carbide . ......... SIC 35 11 19 2 ----------.---------- 5347/5343 CP --------------
45 B 17 2 ---------- KT -------------- CP (1.80&+)

Silicon carbide-boron car- SIC+B 40 (90/10 wt) 37 H 20 4 --------------------- C-5572 lip --------------

bide.

Zirconium carbide ---------- ZrC 38 if 20 6 --------------------- C-5633 HP --------------

Zirconium di-borlde -------- ZrB2 41 H 20 4 --------------------- 5572/5592 liP -----.........
42 A 20 2 ---------- 101 178-10/20 CP (2,000+)

Molybdenum disillcide- MoSii 39 H 19 6 ----------.---------- 2372/5592 HiP --------------

Nickel aluminide ----------- NIAI 40 A 14 2 ---------- 1505 927 A/B CP (1,500+)

a HP represents hot-pressed in graphite mold, CP represents cold-pressed and sintered, and Cast represents slipcast and sintered.
b The heating temperatures given In parenthesis are approximate.
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TAsLz 2. Room temperature dynamic elastic constants for A10%-Code 4

Specimen p V. Ei E1 . El. 0 #1 Of Ki Kf.

flewM M/sc. Ktobare Eilobarb Kilobars KltobWS KiLobar, Kilobars
4.1 -------------. - & 9 9M .01. 3 3584 3593 1447 0.244 0,238 2348 2280
4.2 2.............. & 813 9649 3550. 2 3523 3537 1425 .246 .236 2330 2226
4.3 -----.......... 3.831 96O 3601.7 3578 3583 1445 .246 .238 2363 2273
4.4 ---------------- 810 9635 3557. 3 3509 3546 1421 .245 .235 2311 2206
4.5 ---- _----------- -3 819 9679 3577.3 3555 3563 1437 .245 .237 2334 2251
4.6 --------------- 3.828 9682 3588.3 3566 3571 1439 .247 .2M 2361 2276
4.7 -------- _-_-- - &3. 825 9673 3579,3 3550 3562 1437 .245 .235 2340 2233
4.8 -_------------ - 3. 824 9684 3586 5 3566 3573 1441 .244 .237 2338 2263
4.9 0----.-------- 3.831 9714 361M 2 3599 3&W 1449 .248 .242 2386 2324
4.10 ------- _------- -3.829 &M9l 3596.5 3574 3584 1441 .248 .240 2378 2292

Average --------- 3. 824 y680 3583.35 356 3572 1438 0. 246 0. 238 2349 21263
95% C.L --- 0-005 17 18.3 20 15 7 0.001 0.002 17 25
Std. dev --------- 0.008 23 25.54 28 21 9 0ý 001 0. 002 23 35
Coef. var --------- 0.2% 0.2% 0.71% 0.8% 0. 6% 0. 6, 0. 5% 0 9% 1.0% 1.5%

4.11 ----..-------- 3.832 9694 -3600.7 3583 3592 1446 0.245 0. 239 2356 2291
4.12 --------- &-3. 816 9653 3555.7 3532 3546 1428 .245 .237 2323 2235
4.13 ....---- &-3. 815 9683 3577.3 3552 3564 1436 .241 .233 2307 2215
4.14 .... 3.3830 9688 3594.4 3572 3582 1444 .245 .237 2346 2263
4.15 ------------ 3.819 9673 3572.7 3542 356 1433 .247 .236 2351 2236
4.16 .............. & 3.821 9677 3577.8 3549 3566 1436 .246 .236 2347 2239
4.17 -------------- 3.817 9667 3567.7 3536 3550 1433 .245 .234 2329 2214
4.18 -- _----------- 3.819 9668 3569.3 3546 3551 1432 .246 .238 2342 2255
4.19 -------------- 3.834 9691 3600.5 3580 3588 1446 .245 .238 2352 2275
4.20 -------------- 3. 820 9677 3577. 1 3550 3555 1437 .245 .236 2338 2239

Average --------- 3. 822 9677 3579. 32 3554 3565 1437 0. 245 0. 236 2339 2246
95% C.L 0-------- a 005 9 10.6 13 12 4 0.001 0.001 11 18
Std. dev 0...... 0- 007 12 14.84 18 17 6 0.001 0.002 15 25
Coef. vat --------- 0. 2D o 0.1% 0.41% 0.5% 0. 5% 0. 4% 0. 6% 0.8% 0.7% 1.1%

F.test:
Critical ------ 4.03 4.03 4.03 4.03 4.03 4.03 4.03 4.03 4.03 4.03
Calculated... 1.16 3.59 2.96 2.37 1.62 2.20 1.13 1.30 2.26 2.01

t-test:
Critical ...... 2.10 2.10 2.10 2.10 2. 10 2. 10 2.10 2. 10 2. 10 2.10
Calculated... a 79 0.39 0.43 0.60 0.84 0.35 1.30 1.64 1.13 0.42

'These data are reported to give figures only for the purpose of illustrating the statistical computations shown in table 3.

TABLE 3. Statistical calculations for A1203

Young's modulus Er-Code 4,

Computation Group I Group II
(Specimens 1 to 10) (Specimens 11 to 20)

Average -7- total/no, values 35833.5/10-3583.35 35793.2/10-3579.32

Zz = +ZI+ . . . X• 128,409,842.1 128,117,298.2

(xi )3/ -(z• +zX . . . x.)'/n 128,403,972.2 128,115,316.6

; -((r ,)/,.-A 5869.9 1961.6
Deg. of freedom-No. determ-

inations-i 10-1-9 10-1-9
SI-AIn-I 5869.9/9-652.2 1981.6/9-220.2

Standard deviation-S=fi 25.54 14.84
Coefficient of variation

SX100 25.54)<100 .71% 14.84X100 ^ 0I1

,358335 3579.32 0
95% c.l. Sk 25,54X0.7153= 18.3 14.84X0.7153- 10.6

F-test F=S /Sb, where S is larger of the two.

F-652.2/220.2-2.96 IThere is no significant difference between
Critical value of F-4.031 the scatter of group I and group II.

InV X 1t-test ,=-Z ::, , with u+m-2 deg. freedom

where • 'x-(

S._ 5M69.9+l98l.6V os

J318.35-3579.2/10X10 jThere is no significant difference
group I and group 11.

Critical value of t-2.10

* The actual data records each value to the least one significant figure more
than those given in table 2.
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TA.BL 4. Bulk density and dynamic elastic constants calculations for specimen 4.1-see table 2

Length - I ý15.253 cm; width=w=l,270 em; edge=e=0.6359 cm.

Weight -47.15•5 grams.

Resonant frequencies: longitudinal, Ft-31,792 cps.

flexural flatwise, F1 f. -2,700 cps.

flexural edgewise, Fyif.=,302 cps.

torsional, F, 14.948 eps.

Volume- (15.253) (1.270) (0.659) -12.318 cm3.

Corrected mass-(massXO.99g )+ (volumeXO.0012) = (47.1555X0.9~96)+ (12.318X0.0012) -47.16M grams.
47 1833

Bulk dtmpy, p-MIV -1.31- 3.829 gm/cm'.

Young's modulus, Ej- V2p, where V -2aff=2(15.253)(31,7G2)(10-4) '9,699 m/seC.

EL- (9,609)2(3.829) (10-)fna= 3,601 kllobars

or Et-413F,'p.=4(15.253)'(31,792)2(3.829)(IO-4) =3,601 kilobars

41 ( elw+wle "
Shear modulus, C.-MF,•B where B -+.52(e/w+0.(e/w) 137.307 cm-'

ew

6= (47.1633) (14,948)2(137.307)(10")- 1,447 kllobars

Poisson's ratio, 3I=l--1-4 -1=0.244

(Average value oful for this group is 0.246)

Bulk modulus, Ki- 2i -) 3,601 -2.348 kilobars

Young's modulus, Ef,-9.464X10-10 MFhfw I (.Y T.

where T,= T L 32-22ý2)1 , 1

where T=1.01182

(0.28867)(0,6359)r/ -o0.0120,35
15.253

P- 0.246

E/,'f.(gA464XlO--[O)(47"I633)(2'700)2 (' 065 1 (.0136),=3,584 kijobars

Young's modulus,E. =-9.464XI0-lOMF2fe -I D , T.

where TI=1.0112 r14(0.26) (0.246)-(3.22) (0.246)2(0.024036) 1.i 0..
I 14(0.132) (0.024036) I

,.- (9.64X 10-10) (47.1633) (6,302)2 ( I \ 1.2701) (1.0511) -3,593 kilobars

)•.. 3,584
Poisson's ratio, p.-- 2--- 1-- 5)84 1-0.238

Bulk modulus, K.= . 3.594 2,280 kilobars

* The factors 10-', 10-3, and 10-" are necessary for the conversion of the units given, such as cm to meters o . and dynes to kilobars for elastic modull.
sec sec M
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TABLE 5. Summary of X-ray diffration and bulk de"Ity data

X-My examination Theoret- Bulk density
Material Code Ical Dessifl-densit y cat ion

Phases present Lattice constants Structure Group No. spec. Avg.

.4 9/crM
3  

glcrn %
Al20 1 Single phase -----.--------.---------- a-4.7589 Ilex. 3.986 All 20 3.942 99cff 12.11t

2 Single phase ------------------------- a'4.759a Hlex. 3.%5 1 10 3.714 93
c = 12.993 11 10 3. 584 90

Ruby AltOi 6 Single phase solid solution ---------- a-4.7601  lex. 3.991 ----- 5 3.728 93
c = 12.993

7 Single phase solid solution ----------- a = 4.75& Ilex. 4.004 ---------- 5 3.661 91
c- 13.003

MgO 24 AigO -------------------------------- a=4.2125 Cubic 3.600 1 6 3.502 97

Mullite:
3AhsOe2SlOs 16 Mullite pins at least 10% AO3 .-------.-------.--------- Ortho.+ ---------- All 20 2.963 ----------

Hlex.
17 Single phase --------------.----------.------------------ Ortho.--------------------- 8 2.771 ----------
18 Single phase -------------------------.------------------ Ortho.- ----------.---------- 10 2.779 --------

Mullite+ZrOt 22 Mullite plus about 20% nmonoclinic ----------------- Ortho.+----------- -------- 10 2. 768 --------
ZrO2, no zircon. Mon.

Spinel:
MgO.AhsO 20 Spinel plus small excess MgO. affi8.0820  Cubic 3.580 All 210 3.510 98

21 Spinel plus small excess ig() ------ afi8.085o Cubic 3.576 1 K 2.451 69
1I 1o 2.522 71

ThOee 10 Single phase solid solution ----------- a=5.596% Cubic 9.821 1 9 9.722 99
II 8 9. 64 98

51 Single phase solid solution ..---------- a=5.59Y Cubic 9.820 ......... 10 9.702 99

UVo 19 UO2 -------------------------------- a=5.471 Cubic 10.949 I 5 10.37 95

Stab. ZrOs 11 Single phase solid solution ....... a-5.11%9s Cubic 5. 754 All 18 5. 634 98
12 Solid solution plus small amount a=- 5.1173 Cubic 5.762 1 10 4.966 86

monoclinic ZrO 2. 11 10 4.971 86

A lhO 3+ C r 28 C r+ faint peak; poor pattern becaus , C r, a- 2.88+ ----------------------. I 10 5.958 ----------
Cr smear. II 10} 5.4

29 Cr+Ah1O2 (see Code 28) ............. Cr, a-2.936 --------------.------.--------------- 19 6.053 ----------

TIC+NI 31 TIC+(NI) -------------------------- TIC, a=4.325# Cubic b 5.430 I 10 5.341 98
II 10 5.343 98

32 TiC+Ni ---------------------------- TIC, a=4.330, Cubic b 5.800 1 10 5.654 97
If 10 511541 96

33 TiC+Ni -------.-------------------- TIC, a=4.3328 Cubic b 6.174 1 o0 5.862 95
11 10 5.821 94

34 TIC+Ni -------.-------------------- TIC, a-4.3311 Cubic b 6.367 1 10 5.723 90
If 10 5.892 92

B4C 44 B4C+Cg ----------------------------.------------------. lex. ---------1 10 2. 506 ........

134C fa-5.6l
BCC+TiBs 43 BfC+TB 1--------------------------- c=207 Ilex. - II 5 2.815T la=3,028 ..........

SiC 35 Mixture of cubic and several hexag- ------------------ -------------- ----------. 1 10 2. 576 --------
onal poly types. it 9 2.596 -----

45 ----------------------------------------------------------------- --------- 1 9 3.103 ....
11 8 3. 128 --------

SiC+B4C 37 Same as Code 35 plus C .C - ..-----.------------------ --------------.-------- All 20 3.02 .........

ZrC 38 ZrC plus faint Cg peak - .------------ a=4.86s Cubic 6.661 All 2o 6. 11K 92

ZrB2 41 ZrB2 anti few unknown peaks ------- a=3.lItI Hex. 6.102 All 20 5. W5 92
c =3.536s

42 ZrB2 and few unknown peaks ................................................ I 10 4.557.........
II 10 4.524 ----------

MoSI, 39 MoSit ------------------.----------- a=3.20 Tetragonal 6.29 1 4 1 5. 987 95
c = 7.85

NiAl 40 NIAI and few unknown peaks ------- af=f4.0824 Cubic 8.382 I 10 5. 763 69
11 4 5. W)5 68

* Values based upon the calculated bulk density and the theoretical density calculated from the N 1S lattice constant determination.
b Values based upon the assumption that no reaction occurs between the two phases present and, therefore, that they are "mechanical" mixtures.
o These high density materials contain A wt % CaO.
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TABLE 6. Summ,.ry of the dynamic eO(,Stic roustIt ls and othor physicod C0o.,114410t

Material Code 'abriea-u Bulk density Speed .1 sotun YN'iig's rol.i(1, ;h,,r in aitiu, MIiri a, lulk ii.,.1ulu

oicini Ibifil m/sec ft("sec Kilobars psi hKt1.,1qrs l,• pi iIdwrx I"
0203 1I11 3.942 246. 1 (dI1,020, (32, m7li (9.', (57.41X1H*, 1. 565 22. 70 x I, c (i :.',4 i2 1.,45 (3, :isl, 11)

27 ('1' 3.904 243.7 (9, M4) (331,30() 555) (5 1,5l4 1. 453 21 W, 221.2. 120.j (34) S.A)
2)) Pr 3.W02 243.6 19,M)1) (32. 484). ( 824? (55. 46 1. 51, 22, 45 I.231., 2.415 1, 35. 1•)

4 C |) 3. 824 238. 7 9, 6kw4 31,711k) 3, 5$ 51. 47 1.43S 201 Ni 24.1 2. :4i , m4 (I,
3 (P 3.825 2M81. 9, *75 31,740 3.5,4) 51. 42 1.415 2,1 th i -3) 2 ?, ?,9 33 211
2 C P 3.714 231.9 9, i1 30, 710 3,255 47. 21 1 321 19 1I; .2_M2 2.1 N,: 27

14 C 1 3.470 216.1 8. 676 2s, 4WO 2,612 37. 11.8 1,5,17 17,4s .'14 1 57(4 =L2 98)
15 ('P1 3.335 :208.2 8,340 27.,360 2,317 33.1 6 9'7 1 17 0 ,7 .1.123) 17 1.1
5 CP 2.850 177.9 6,234i 2A,,4410 1, 1O*14 1*1.418 171 f1. K,5 . 170 53j 7. 73

Ruby A•203  6 CP 3.728 32. 7 (9, 570) (31, 40)) (3,412) (49 49*) 1, 34A8 I. 8I (0 247, (2. 251 (32 .5)

7 CP 3.661 228.6 (9,470) (31,070) (3,284) (47 W3. 1,2'5 Is. 6) (. 271 ; 2. 234, (32. 4o1

.ýIgO 24 ('P 3. 506 218.9 (9. 170) (30.090) (2,947) (12. 74! . 243 Is. 03 (it 1Ni, I1. 0514) (22 *58)

25 P 3.483 217.4 (9.080) (29, 7110) (2.873) (417) I 2421 (. 1571 (1:111, ol1. :Q2)
23 ('P 3.479 217.2 (1. 090) (29-NO (2.9720 1 041. 65)1 1, 217 17.51 ( 1911) (I. 5'04. (22 4,8)
9 (C 1 2. 649 165. 3 5. 732 18.S10 8711) 12.612 374 5.42 1 C6 430 t1 24

Mullite: 1it fll[ 2. 9M3 185.0 (7, 840) (25, 721) (1, 811I? (216. 38) 7104 M0) 21 (0. 293 (1. r4Il 121 77)

3AIh2 )3.2SiO, 18 ('P 2.779 173.5 7. 17 23,540 1,431 21). 75 578 S.:8 .2:3s 1o 13 21)
17 CP 2.771 173.0 7,144 23,440 1,41.5 20.52 573 .31 .2'13 883 12 NI

Mullite + ZrO2 22 " P 2. 7M8 172.8 6, 767 2'2, 2(X) 1. 2118 18.39 524 7. 60 2. 211 7312 t1 6.2

Spinel: 20 lIP 3.510 219.1 (8. 670) (28,440) (2,1636) (38. 23 1,019 14.78 (0. 2(94 (2. 17:1 (:11
MgO.AlOa 21 CP 2.451 153.0 5.219 17.1211) 615 9.64 271 3. 93 .28 4o)8, 5.42

ThO3 10 C P 9. 722 66. 9 4,972 16. 311) 2.404 34.87 942 131116 0 27. I. 1.75 42,5. s!)
51 C P 9.7702 605.7 4,957 1t1, 2W4 2,384 34. )8 930 13.49 x.22 1, s4 26 1M

U9 ('19 10.37 647.4 4,314 14,150 1,92,4,I 27.98 741 10.75 0.302 1. 6'-20 94 III
l (, CP 10.19 636.1 4,230 13,880 1.81o 26.44 7061 10.25 .291 1.457 21.13

Stabilized I I UP 5. 634 351.7 (4, 940) (116, 210) ( 1,376) (19. 1(.i) 511) 7.4o (1t). 337 1,11), (II. 7r)
ZrO2 13 C P 5. 149 321.4 5. 216 17, 110 1.401 21. 32 585 8.4• .253 1)55 S1 8

12 C l 4.971 310.3 5,481 17,980 1,493 21.465 5S4 S. 47 .279 1.2 1I 31

Ah2O,+C" 29 Cast 6.053 377.9 6. (67 21,870 2. 6Cli) 39. 02 1,074 15. Z8 o. 253 1,3 M 34)
30 Cast 5.1958 371.9 6, 787 222,270 2.585 37.49* 1,032 14. 47 .252 1,7732 25 12
28 Cat 5.691 35.1 3 6.870 22 540 2, 8*1 3. 916 1.111 16. 1it .215 51..12 A1.143

TiC+Ni 31 CP 5.343 333.6 8,519 28.0.50 3.905 .10.44 1. C61 23.4(A 0. 197 2.IN) 311 IS
32 (P 5. 6)4 3,53.0 8,4467 27, 78(1 4,053 58. 78 1. tis I 24.3S .21*11 2.25 33. ;M1
33 (1I' 5. 8M2 34111. 0 8,1023 26, 321 3,773 54.72 1. 5*10 22.*3 .21o 1C21 31.44

34 CP 5.882 367.2 8.056 2LN,430U 3,817 55.36 1,)8'6 V. (K .21" 2. 147 31 .14

13,C 44 11P 2.1058 128.5 (14, 7011 (48, 23&) (4,467) (V14.79) (1. S•4) 26. 83 (0420147) (2, ,12,! (3:1. 8t)

BC+TiI2 43 lip 2. 81* 175.8 (12, 600) (41. 340) (4,485) (05.415) I (1. N*1O) 211. 94S 0. (2t).; (2, 5'39) (316. S2)

SiC 45 CP 3.128 195.3 (11,3O) (37.0701) (4.013) (5S..21) 1.,613 24 41 (19. 1 (42 14,•,) (i1 III)
35 CP 2.5%6 162.1 8,744 28,618) 1,985 1N.79 8316 12.12 .187 1,1157 V15 33

SIC+ ,(C 37 1IP1 3. 092 192.4 (II, 60) (38.0 111) (4,151) (410.21) If (1,1*14? 24,1G4 1(1). •22111 2.478• k35 94)

ZrC 38 lip 6.118 381.9 (7,140) (23.430) (3,117) (45.21) 1.2444 17.98 40. 257 2, 142, 31.017

ZrB3 41 lip 5.585 348.7 (8. 880)) (29,130) (4.399) (43.84) 1.122 27.N8 (10. 144) (2.11771 (34) 12)
42 CP 4.557 284.5 (7,340) (24.080) (2,455) (35.611) 1,4o85 15.74 (.31)1 (1. 1h) (Ill. IIo)

MoShl 39 liP 5. 96A 372.4 (7,980) (26,1980) (3, 795)1 (55 04) I.*;29 23.3 W l(.1)1) (1. •,7, (27. 37)

NIA. 40 C P 5. 7N3 359.8 (5,6:1)) (18,440) (1.S17)1 (26*.35) 723 11,.49 (0.231) i L2TA I,,114.14)

- When two groups of specimens were available, the average values of Ike more (tense group are given. When Ihre or moire gr,oups were availh*lle, :as with
the hot-pressed specimens, the average values of all of the specimens are given.

b The fabricat Ion eeie used is: II P = hot-pressed, C P = coldhpressed and sintered, and Cast - slip-cast and sintered.
-1 kilobar - l01 dvnes/cm

2 
= 14.503,8 lb./in.

2

d The accuracy of values in parenthesis is less than that of the other values.
* Contains 54 percent CaO,
I These values are not considered reliable because of an assumption that was made during the calculation.
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_____ ____ ___________ ____________ _____________TABLic 7. Data

code No. of Young's modulus
a"d soures" ~ mt spedi- Bulk density Speed of sound

group _______ er momnEs

1-1 H A verage 4 3.974*0O.OO glcms -- ------------ 3W?..- J174kilobars
(248.1:0.3 lb/its) (57.07*0.61 X 10' psi)

V 0.1% 0.7%7

----- -- A verWg 4 3.983*+0.005 g/cw' - -. - --- ---- 40)47*7'2 kilobars
(248.7*0.3 lb/itl) 87*1.XIBpi

V0.1%

I-Ilf.l ... A erage 2 3.980*0.004 g/cm' s 40A0*_24 kiiobai-s
(248.5+*0.2 lb/it4) ),58.31:*0.35 X 10' psi)0.0%V/ 0. 1 0

I-IV ----- Average 4 3.907*0.063 g/crus 3916±004 kilobars
(243.9:3.9 lb/ft') (56s0U*_l.51XL0' psi)

V 1.0% 1.7`%

1-V - A verage 4 3.876:0.044 glcms - -3:k3*12 kiloba-s
(241.&J:2.7 lb/it') (5,5.16tk*1.9 1X 10' psi)

V 0.7% 2.2%-
1-VI - Average 2 3.96240.104 g/cms -. 4047 kbr

(247.3:k6.5 l b/it') (M.51±1.09X10' psi)
V 0.3% 0.2-C

1-All ----- Average 20 3.W42- ~21 g/cm3 3958*:48 kilobars
(246.1*1.3 lb/it') 57.41±-0.70X10' psi)

V 1.2% 2.6%-

27 (0 Average 7 3.904*0.003 g/cms 3555::E51 kilohars
(243.7*0.2 lb/it') (51.56:0.19 X IU6 I si'

V 0.1% 40.6%

26-1 0I Average 9 3.902+0.016 g/cm3 3824*44 kilohars
(243.61*1.0 lb/it') (55.46A:0.64 X100 psi)V0.5% 1.4%-

26-1I-------------A verage 5 3.9W2+0.017 g/cms 3784*k42 kilobars
(243.6+1.1 lb/it') (54.9880.61X10' psi)

V 0.3% 0.V7%

4-1 if A verage 10 3.824+0.005 g/cm' 9W80*17.0 rn/sec 3583+18.0 kilohars 3561*20 kilobars
(238.7*0.3 l b/it') (31.76*0.06X10' It/see) )51.97:*0.2tiXl 106 ~i )5I.65*+0.29XI0' psi)

V0.2% 0.2% 0.7-, 0.8%ý

4-11................erage 10 3.822*0.005 g/cms 9677:0.0 in/sec 3.59*11.0 kilotiars 354*13 kilobars
(238.8*+0.3 l b/ft') (31.76-+0.03X103 fi/sec (31.91-+0.16X0I psiP-) (5l.55:10.19X lob psi)

V 0.2% 0.1% 0.4%0 0.5%6

3 H Average 5 3.825*0E.006 g/em' 9675*26.0 rn/se 3380*25.0 kilohars 3576:t24 kilobars
(238.8*0.4 lb/it') (3l.74:0.9XlO) ft/see) (51 .912*0O.ýs6X1 psi) (SI .s7:0.3.5X 10' psi)

V 0.1% 0.2% 0.6%0 0.5%0

2-1 H A verage 10 3.714*0.005 glen"3 9361*18.0 rn/sec 3255*16.0 kilohars 3160*:22 kilohars
(231.9*+0.3 lb/it') (30.71-+0.06X 10' it/sec) (47.21 *0.23X 10' psi) (47.28:i:0.32X 100 psi)

V 0.2% 0.3% 0.7%, 1.0%

2-11...............erage 10 3.594*-0.014 g/cm3 R995*08.0 rn/sec 2899*34.0 kilobars 2Q26:129 kilohars
(223.17*0.9 lb/it3') (29.51:0.12X103 it/see (42.05+0.4X0'p) (42.44 i0.42X 106 psi)

V 0.6% 0.6% 1.7 % 1.4%

14 F A verage 12 3.470*0O.002 gjem' 8676*j8 rn/see 2612*E6 kllobars 2613+9 kilohars
(216.6*0.1 lh/it3) (28.46*0O.03 X 10' it/s;ee) (37.88A*0.09X 10' psi) (37.90*L0.l3XI~ 10s15)

V0.1% 0.1% 0.4% 0.6%

15 0 A verage, 8 3.332*0.017 g/Cm3 8349*+93 rn/sec 2316*E63 kilohars 2.T.6+67 kilohars
(206.0*1.1 lb/its) (27,39:0.31 X10' it/see) (33.50+*0.91Xl05 ;ssi) (33.74 *J0.97Xl0' psi)

V 0.5% 1.2% 2.9% 3.1%

5 F A verage 11I 2.850*0.005 g/cm3 6236 *69 rn/sec I1100*+25 kilobars 119 *20 kilobars
(177.9*-0.3 lb/it') (20.46 *0O.23XI0' ft/s;ec) U6.0.8*_+0.36X 10' psi) '(16.123 *0.2,ý9X 10' psi)
0.3% 1.7% 3.3%- 2.7%C

aTbe torsional frequency of only one or two specimens could be measured.
bBased on less; than 20 specimens.

TABLE 7a. Statistaical data for the

F an,; I %,allies for

Critical
Code Compared groups value Bulk Speed oi 'Youngsq modulus

'icosity sound -

F E,..

26 F-lest:I
Iland 11 14.6 2.98 .3.94

1-est: I
I and 11 2.23 0.03 - -- ----------.......1.29

4 F-test: I
Iland 11 4.03 1.1 3<i & i 2.96 2.37

1-test:
I and 11 2.10 0.70 0.39 0.43 0.60

2 F-test: 807 4M .1 .31 and F 4.03 '0 5 .1 17
1-est:

Iland 11 2.10..............................-- 20.5

a Underlined figures indicate that a signifi-ant difference does exist between the
compared groups.
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for A1203
Young's modulus-Con. Shear modulus Poisons rtio Bulk modulus

•:s. G __ _JA MI I Ki K,.
4004-41 kilobars l,5K5 kilobars- 0.2•................. O.--- 2- 755 kilohars'(58.03-0.5- X1OS psi) (?2.9X to$ psi) (3............i).
0.7%, (W1 0i psi)

4.012+16 kilobars 1,591 kilobars - 0.264. 2841 * kilobars(58.19-I-0.23X1O psi) (23.08XI0 psi)- (41. - k lob i
0.2% (41.21 -X1O6 psi)

4,016+0 kllobars 1,595 kilobars -. 1 - 2797 - kilo02rs(39.25"OX I0' psi) (23.13XI06 psi)- (4-- 57 -Xl0' r
0.0ý (40.57 %X18 psi)

3,918+113 kilobars 1,563±51 kilobars ------- 0.253:0.011 2645:±2 kilobars(56.83-1.64Xlot psi) (22.67:0.74X106 psi) (38.31.19Xlo' psi)1.8% 2.1% 2.7% 1.9-,

3.84690 kilobas 1,518-54 kilobars -............. 0.253+0.003 2--------- kilotars(55.78-1.31XI0' psi) (22.024-0.78X106 psi) (37.i34-.45XI0e psi)1.5% 2.2% 0.7% 2.5-;
4,038+34 kilobars 1.6164-78 kilobars ----------.... 0.248-0.037 - 2671 4-407 kilohars(58.574-0.49XI06 psi) (23.44±-.13XI0 psi) (3,.74±5.90X144 psi)0.1% 0.5% 1.7% 1.7 %
3,961±-37 klloharq 1.565±-24 kilobarsb --............- 0.254 b+0.003 ------------------------------ 2655 ±E59 kiloharsb(57.45-0h.54X IO psi) (22.70±-0.35XI04 psi)b (3.A1±0.146X10' psi)2.0% 2.7% 2.3%, 3.t4%
3.520:k-125 kilohars 1,453+69 kilobars -- --... . 0.221±0.018 - 21214-226 kilohs-(51.054-1.8IXI~i pi) (21.07-1.00X10l psi) (30,88±3.2SX(l psi)38% 4.5% --.-----....... 7.9% 10.1%ý
3.86-,53 kilobars 1.548+11 kilobars -............... 0.236-0.009 ----------------------------- 2415±-108 kiloburs(55.20*0.77X106 psiD (22.4540.16XI0 psi)
1.7% 0.9% 4.6% 35.03(-,
3,772.±39 kilobars 1,533W 14 kilobars- ...-------------- 0.234A-0.003 - ---------------------.------ 2372=48 kilobars(54.71i-O.57XI0 psi) (22.23-0.20XI0 psi) (34.40+0.70XI0' psi)0.6% 0.6% 0.7% 1.3'1
3,572+15 kilobars 1.438±7 kilobars 0.246±0.001 0.238±-0.002 2349=-17 kilohar 21M3±25 kilobars(51.8140.22X106 psi) (20.86±-0.1OX1O6 psi) ý34.07-0.25X10' ,si; (32.82=i.0.36X10' psi)0.6% 0.6% 0.5% 0.9% 1.0% 1.5%
3,565.12 kilobars 1.437±4 kilobars 0.245-,-0.001 0.236-0.001 2339=01 kilobqrs 2246±-18 kilobars(51.71-0.17X10' psi) (20.84+-0.06X 10i psi) (33.9240.16Xi08 psi) (32.5S8-0.26X106 psi)0.5% 0.4% 0.6% 0.8% 0.7% 1.1%
3,554±23 kilobars 1.44,5±7 kilobars 0.239L0.002 0.237±0.001 2287±-30 kilobars 2270±+22 kilobars(51.554-0.33X 10 psi) (20.914-0.1OX16 psi) (33.17A-0.44X100 psi) (32.92±E0.32X1I0 psi)0.5% 0.4% 0.7% 0.4% 1.1% 0.8%
3,245+18 kilobars 1,321-01 kilobars 0.232-0.005 0.234±0.001 2018±-31 kllobars 2044±33 kilohars(4..06±-0.26X15 l psi) (19.16-0.A6XiO psi) (29.274-0.45X106 psi) (2).645±-0.48Xi04 

psi)0.8% 1.2% 2.9% 0)9% 2.1% 2.2%,
2,897±-37 kilobars 1,180-13 kilobars 0.228:0.003 0.240±0.005 1787-27, kilobars 1881+-32 kilobars(42-02:-0.54X 106 psi) (17.11l-0.19Xi0' psi) (W5.92-0.39X106 psi) (27,28±-0.46X1O' p1)1.8% i.5% 1.8% 2.9% 2.1% 2.4%
2.601±5 kllobars 1,067±-3 kilobars 0.224±0.001 0.225-0.002 1579±7 kilobars 1593±-16 kilobars(37.72±-0.07X106 psi) (15.48±-0.04X10' psi) (22.90-0.10X10' psi) (22.•±0.23Xlt' psi)0.3% 0.5% 1.0% 1.4% 0.7% 1.6%
2,331±-33 kilobars 975±21 kilobars 0.188±-0.014 0.192±-0.014 1217±84 kilobars 1264±85 kilohars(33.81-40.48X1O' psi) (i4.14+0.30XIOG psi) (17.654-1.22X106 psi) (19.33±L-.23X10 psi)1.5% 2.3% 7.8% 8.1% 7.5% 7.3%
1,141+16 kllobars 479+7 kilobars 0.170±0.013 0.172±-0.005 533-45 kilobars 574±-19 kilobars(lf.&4-0.23X1I$ psi) (6.95±0.1OX10' psi) (7.73-0.65X 1(0 psI) (8.33:-0.28Xi10 psi)2.1 %" 2.1;. 8.3% 3.2% 9.2% 3,5"-

analysis of values given in table 7

F and t values for- Continued

Young's Shearmodulus-- ha
Continud, modulus Poisson's ratio Bulk modulus

/KKf. . i.• JIK .

& 89 2.17 .................... 41._8 ----- 18.2

0.89 0.87 ...............................................

1.62 2.20 1.13 1.30 2.26 2.01

0.84 0.35 1.30 1.64 1.13 0.42

4.12 1.35 2.80 1.15 1.37 1.05

.......... 18 7 1. R3 1.73 12.8 8.1e
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TABLE 8. Data

Code No,. of Young's modulus
and Source Statistical speci- Bulk density Speed of sound

group parameters mens F

6-A F Average 5 2.780.*0. 083 g/emos .......---------------------------.---------------. 1217+127 kilobars
(M73.6i-5. 2 lb/fta) (17. 651. 84X106 psi)

V 2.4% s.4-

-B- ----------- Average 5 3.728:0.024 g/cm- . . ..----------------------- ----------------------------- 3412+112 kilobars
(232. 74--1.5 lb/fta) (49. 494-1.62X110 psi)

V 0.50% 2. 6%'

7-A F Average 5 2.682+- 0..013g/e-- ----------------------------.---------------------------- 103150 kilobars
(167.4=0. 8 lb/ft3) (14.954--0. 73X1U0 psi)

V 0.4% 3. 9

7-B- ....... Average 5 3.661+0.035 g/em' --- ------------------------------------------------------ 32.4+126 klIobars
(228. 6:L2. 2 lb/ftS) (46. 914-1. 83X10 psi)

V 0.8% 3.2%

TABLE 9. Data

Code No. of Young's modulus
and Source Statistical speci- Bulk density Speed of soind

group parameters mens

24-1 0 Average 6 3.502=-0.012 g/em--- --------------------- ----------------------------- 2¶KU±71 kilohars(218. 6=0. 7 lb/fs ... ... ...... ...... .. ... ..... 90 7 io 'r
t3) (42.0IE±1.03Xl05 psi)

V 0.3% 2. 3';

24-Il ----------- Average 5 3.5•-0. 006 g/er .----------------------------.----------.-..-------------- 2947=h22 kilobars
(218.9±0. 4 lb/fts) (42. 74=0. 32X 1(0 psi(

V 0.1% 0. 6-;

25-I G Average 5 3.120±0. 021 g/cm .--------------------------------------.-------------- 2115-36 kilobars
(194. 8±i1.3 lb/ft') (30. 684L0. 52X 10i psi)

V 0.7% 1. X%

25-I ----------- Average 9 3.483±-0. 015 g/cm- --------------------------.-----------------.--.-------- 2873+51 kilobwf.
(217. 4±-0. 9 lb/fts) (41.67±0. 74X106 ,:•'i
0.60, 2. 3'

23-A ) Average 5 3.463±-0. 034 g/cmro .--------------------------.--.--------------------- 28324-115 kllobars
(216.2±12.1 lb/ft') (41. 07±1. 67X104 psi)

V 0.8% 3.3q

23-B .----------- Average 5 3.479±-0. 010 g/cm' ----------------------------.-------------------.-------- 2872±L20 kilobars
(217.2±-0. 6 lb/It') (41.65L0. 29Xl06 psi)

V 0. 2% (1. i%

4-1 H Average 10 2.644-±0. 017 g/cm3 5710±-77 m/sec 862±-28 kilobars 47=W±2 kllobars
(165.1±-1.1 lb/fts) (18.73-0. 25X10' ft/sec) (12. 50±0. 41 XI0 psi) (2.3==0, 4X108 

psi)
V 0.9% 1.9% 4.6% 4.3Cj

------ Average 10 2.648±-0.012 g/cmo 5732±-40 m/sec 870±-15 kilohars 85,1 =E15 k-ilohars
(165.3±-0. 7 lb/ft') (18.81±-0. 13Xi05 It/see) (12.62=0. 22X106) (12. 3+0. 2X 16 psi)

V 0.7, 1.0%, 2.5% 2.51

* These two groups were made using different starting materials.

TABLE 9a. Statistical data for the

Fand t values for

Code Compared groups Critical Young's modulus
value Bulk Speed of

density sound

24 F-test:
I and II -------- 9.36 .352----------4

I-test:
I and II --------- 2.23 0.88 --------------------- 1.79

25 F-test:
I and II----------8.98 1.19 ---------- ---------- 3.04

(-test:
I and II --------- 2.18 ,32.8 ---- ---- ---------- 23.2

9 F-test:
I and II --------- 4.03 1.92 3.69 3.36 2.87

t-test:
I and I --------- - 2.10 1.29 1.70 0.98 0.83

Underlined figures Indicate that a significant difference does exist between the

compared groups.
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for ruby A 303

Young's modulus-Con. 8hear modulus Poisson's ratio Bulk modulus

At Of . Ki Kt..

12410150 kilobars 480-*-55 kilobars -. 269*-0.041 ------------------------------ 865i74 klloiars
(M8 00*2.17X10$ psi) (6.96-0. 80XI0' psi) (12. 554-1.07XIO psi)
9. 8% 9. 3% 12.4% 6. •%

3339M106 kilobars 1368+44 kilobars - ----------------- 0.247-+0.009 --------------------------- 2251-120 kilobars
(4 43,-1. 54XI04 psi) (19. 84-+0.64X106 psi) (32. 65-4-.74X0I psi)
2.6% 2.6% 3. 0% 4.3%

1060:82 kilobars 411+19 kilobars 0.254A*0.012 ------------------------------ 700454 kllobars
(15, 371.-19.OXIO psi) (5.96*0. 28X10' psi) (10. 1510. 78X10' psi)
6.3% 3.8% 3.9% 6.2%

3111+126 kilobars 1285-1-50 kllobars - ---- ------------- 0. 2580. 015 ------------------------------ 2234-167 kilobars
(45.1201.83X006 psi) (18. 64=0. 73X105 psi) (32.40-i-2. 42X10' psi)
3.3% 3.2% 4.8% 6.0,

for MgO

Young's modulus-Con. Shear modulus Polsson's ratio Bulk modulus

E,. G AL Kf KK f.

2888*48 kilobars 1227-34 kilobars - ----------------- . 182*0. 012 ------------------------------ 1522:64 kilobars
(41.89:1:0. 0OXIC' psi) (17. 80.0. 49XIOf psi) (22.07+0. 93Xi0' psi)
1.6% 2.6% 6. 4% 4. 0

2937+31 kilobars 1243*L14 kilobars ---- ------------- 0.186:0. 007 ------------------------------ 1564:i-34 kilobars
(42. 60*4:0. 45X10' psi) (18. 03±1=0. 20X105 psi) (22.68+0. 49X0I psi)
0.9% 0.9%/ 3.1% 1. 8ý1,

2137*30 kilobars 893*14 kilobars 0. 184*0. 016 ------------------------------ 1117i67 kilobars
(30. 99+0. 44X100 psi) (13. 0-0. 2XI0 'psi) (16.20-*-0. 97X1u' psi)
1.5% 1.7% 9.1% 6. 3%

2935*40 kilobars 1242*22 kilobars ----------------- 0.157+0.017 ---------------------------- 1401=*82 kilobars
(42.57-*-0. 58X10' psi) (18.01*0. 32XIO psi) (20.32*1.19X10e psi)
1.8% 2.3% 14.1% 7.6%

2870*-53 kilobars 1204*30 kilobars - ----------------- 0.177*.0. 078 ---------------------------- 1537=1*583 kilobars
(41.63-*-0. 77X106 psi) (17. 46±0. 44X105 psi) (22. 29*i:8. 46X106 psi)
1. 5% 2.0% 35+% 30+%

.904*-31 kilobars 1207*iz48 kilobars ----------------- 0.191 0.043 ---------------------------- 1564218 klors
(42.12-*0. 45X106 psi) (17. 51=1=0. 70X106 psi) (22. 68-*3.16X106 psi)
0.9% 3.2% 18+% 11.2%

845*L28 kilobars 371=12 kilobars 0.161*:0. 004 0.140*-0. 006 424*16 kilobars 393*14 kilobars
(12.3*0. 4X106 psi) (5. 38*0. 17X0I psi) (6.15:0. 23X 106psi) (5.70-*0.20XI00 psi)
4.6% 4.4% 3.5% 5.7% 5.4% 4. 8%

854*1:15 kilobars 374*1-7 kilobars 0.163*4-0. 002 0.137*-0.004 430*7 kilobars 390-1-8 kilobars
(12.4+0. 2X106 psi) (5.42-0. 1OXI06 psi) (6. 24*1=0.10X106 psi) (5.64-0. 12X105 psi)
2.4% 2. 6% 2. 0O 3.6% 2.1% 3. 0•

analysis of ralues given in table 9

F and t values for-Continued

Young's Shear
modulus- mudulus Poisson's ratio Bulk modulus
Continued

EF. 0 ML ,f,, Ki K1 ,

3.36 8.63 -------------- 4.16 .-------------- -4.96

2.51 1.25 --------------- 3.48 ---------------- 1.66

2.83 3.56 -------------- 1.74 --------------- 2.27

31.1 25.6 --------------- 2.34 ---------------- 5.31

3.48 2.88 2.96 2.56 6.29 3.17

2.00 1.40 2.04 3.76 -------------- 1.13
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TABLE 10. Data for

Code No. of Young's modulus
and 8ouree Statlstlica sled- Bulk density Speed of sound

group parameters mens Et Ef.

16-1 H Average 4 2.737:0.032 g/icm' ............... - ..-....... 1,510±52 kilobars
(170.912.0 lb/it') (21. 0±-0.75XI0S pSl)

V 0.7% 2.2%

16-1 - --- Average 2 2.966-*0.040 g/cm ...........................- 1,942*115 kllobars
(185.2*2.5 lb/it) (28.17-E1.67XIO@ psi)

V 0.20% 0.7%

1$-11 -------- Average 4 3.039*0.033 g/cm3 ............................ 1,908*78 kilobars
(189.7*2.1 lb/ft') (27.67+1.I3Xt06 psi)

V 0.7% 2,6%

16-IV ---------- Average 5 3.041+0.063 g/me- - ------------ ------------------------------- 1.911197 kilobars
(189.8=3.9 lb/ft') (27.72+:1.41X 10 psi)

V 1.7% 4.1%

1 .-V ---------- Average 5 3.003:0.026 g/cm- ,--------- ----------------------- - 06:05kilobars
(187.5*1.6 lb/ft3) (26.92-0.51 X106 psi)

V 0.7% 1.5%

16-All .......... Average 20 2.963-+0.057 g/cm ------------------------------------------------ 1.819+79 kilobars
(185.0:3.6 lb/it') (26.38A±I.i5X 10 psi)

V 4.1% P.2lo

18* F Average 10 2.779*-0.006 g/cma 7,176+11 m/sec 1,431*7 kilobars 1,428E9 kilobars
(173.5L-0.4 lb/ift) (23.54:0.04X10 ft/see) (20.75L-0.10XI0' psi) (20.71-0.13X10 psi)

V 0.3% 0.2% 0.6% 0.9%

17 F Average 8 2.771=L-0.008 g/cma 7,144+39 m/sec 1,415*-21 kilobars 1.420*:21 kilobars
(173.0+0.5 lb/ft') (23.44-0.13XI0' it/sec) (20.52:0.30X10' psi) (20.60=L0.30XI0' psi)

V 0.4% 0.5% 1.4% 1.8%

a These two materials, after having been coded and examined, were found to be the same except that Code 18 was heat-treated for a longer time.

TABLE 10. Statistical data for

F and t values for

Critical
Code Compared groups value Bulk Speed of Young's modulus

density sound

* 17-18 F-test:
17 and 18 -4.20-4.48 1.43 ab 5.59* 5.00, 3.66

(-test:
17 and 18 2.12 2.01--------- ---------- 0.09

* F and I values marked with an asterisk indicate comparison with the critical value
similarly marked.

b Underlined figures Indicate that a significant difference does exist between the
compared groupg.

TABLE 11. Data

Code No. of Young's modulus
and Source Statistical speci- Bulk density Speed of sound

group parameters mens

22 F Average 10 2.768+0.010 g/ems 6,767*11 rn/sec 1,268+9 kllobars 1,265+9 kilobars
(172.8-0.6 lb/fts) (22.20*-.04Xi0' fI/sec) (18.39*0.13Xi0 psi) (18.35*0.l3X10 psi)

V 0.5% 0.2% 0.9% 1.0%
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Mullite: 3 A10s -2 SiO2

Young's modulus-Con. Shear modulus Poisson's ratio Bulk modulus

El. 0I Ki Kf.

1,534- 8 kilobars 580+39 kilobars ---------.-.----- 0.301:0.049 ------------------------------ 1,244-i:258 kjlobars
(22.52+-0.99XI0 psi) (8.4140.57X10' psi) (18.04+3.74Xi08 

psi)
2.8% 4.20/ 10% 13.%

1,992.60 kllobars 731033 kllobars - 0.327±-0.018 ------------------------------ 1,920L--76 kilobars
(28.84.0.73XI(1 psi) (l0.64.0.5XI0' psi) (27.85±I.IOX10' psi)
0.3% 0.5% 0.60% 0.4%

1,8961:66 kilobars 739-32 kilobars - 0.2914.±0.004 ------------------------------ 1.5514-68 kilobars
(27.50•0.96XI0' psi) (10.740.406xI0 psi) (22.504i0.99XI0 psi)
2.2% 2.7% 0.8% 2.7%

1.9234-103 kilobars 740441 kllobars 0.291+0.009- ------------------------.---- 1,525+86 kilobars
(27.8941.49X1O' psi) (10.73-0.69X10, psi) (22.12±1.25X100 

psi)
4.3% 4.4% 2.3% 4.5%

1,86920 kilobars 730+71 kilobars 0.27740.092 -------------------.---- 1,474L424 kilobars
(27.1140.29X10' psi) (10.5941.03X10' psi) (21.38±6.15X10' psi)
0.9% 7.8% 27.% 23.%

1,837-73 kilobars 704+34 kilobars 0.293=L-0.018 - --------------------------- 1,501-37 kilobars
(23.64:l.06XI0, psi) (10.214.0.49X10' psi) (21.77±0.54XI06 psi)
8.5% 10.2% 13.% 5.2%

1,425*L7 kilobars 578+3 kilobars 0.238+0.002 0.23,50.003 910*5 kilobars 899+5 kilobars
(20.67+0.10X10$ psi) (8.38-+0.04)dX10 psi) (13.2-0.1 X106 psi) (13.0:0.1 X106 psi)
0.6% 0.7% 1.3% 1.6% 0.7% 0.7%

1,409:14 kllobars 573+7 kilobars 0.233±0.005 0.24010.009 883=15 kilobars 911±39 kilobars
(20.44±0.20X10' psi) (8.31±0.10X106 psi) (12.8±0.2X106 psi) (13.2+0.6X105 psi)
1.2% 1.5% 2.2% 4.5% 2.0% 5.2-/0

the analysis of values given in table 10

F and i values for-Continued

Young's Shear
modulus- modulus Poisson's ratio Bulk modulus
Continued

E,. 0 a JI.s Ki KI.

3.38 3.80 2. 81. 8.290 6.86. 51.2

2.53 1.87 22.9 --------------..-------------...............

for mullite plus ZrO2

Young's modulus-Con. Shear modulus Poisson's ratio Bulk modulus

E1 . 0 pg Ki K,.

1,273M 9 kilobars 524±L4 kilobars 0.211+0.003 0.208+0.001 732±68 kilobars 724011 kilobars
(18.46-±0r.13X100 Pst) (7.O0±0.06X10' psi) (10.62:L0.12X108 Psi) (l0.50=L0.l6x10' psi)
1.00/e 0.90% .9% 0.8% 1.5% 2.1%
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TABix 12. Data for

Code No. of Young's modulus
and source statistical speci- Bulk density Speed of sound

group parameters mCas I.:.),

2D-1 H Average 2 3.487-0.084 /em- . . . ..--------------------------------------------------- - 2573:-21 kilohars
(217.7z-5.2 lb/ftM) (37.32-11.91 X I& sli)

V 0.3% 3.w,ý;

2D-I ------------ Average 5 3.502=-0.043 g/cin - . . ..---------------------------.--.---------------- -2.625±62 kilo•ars
(218.6_+2.3 Ib/fts) (NArI.7±t0.90X1I0 psi)

V 1.0% I.w";

-I ------- Average 4 .390.019 g/ . . ..----------------------------- -.-----.----------- 2.#'S5:t 116 klJlhars
(220.9:1.2 lh/ftV) (3K.94+±l.QX 1(0 psi)

V 0.3% 2.7.

20-IV ----------- Average 8 3.5334*0.022gK/c -- ---------------------------- - --------------- 2.674145 kilobars
(220.6-1.4 lb/ftl) (3K.78±tItiSXlu' psi)

V 0.5% I ".

20-V ----------- Average 4 3.473+-0.044 g/ea- --------------------- ------------------------ 2.bs4i-4S kilobars
(216.8±2.7 lb/ft') (37.48±0.94XI(0 psl)

V 0.8% 1 .v;.

20-All ----------- Average 20 3.510+0.016 g/en-l -- ------ ,-------------------- ------------------------ 2,'E31 kilobars
(219.1 -4-1.0 lb/ft') (39.23±0.45X I(P6 psi)

V 1.0%

21-I It Average 8 2.451 -0.025 g/eins) 5,219±155 in/see 165-3-39 kilobars 652+47 kilobars
(153.0--1.6 ib/ft3) (17.12±-0.51XI03 ft/see) (9.65--0.57X10 ) psi) (946±0650(10 s)

V 1.2% 3.6% 7.1% i .6%

21-i1 -------- Average 10 2.522ý0.010 g/erno 5,6471:6r6 m/sec 805+22 kilobars 785+27 kilobars
(157.4A:0.6 lb/ft') (18.53:±0.22XI01 ft/see) (I11.6K:0.32Xl04 psi) (I 1.39±0.39X100 psi)

V 0.w% 1.6% 3.7,% 4.s";

TABLcE 12a. Slatistical data for the

F and I values for-

Critical
Code Compared groups value Young's mnodulusBulk Speed of

density sound

Es i

21 F-test:
I and II 4.20 4.13 4.10 2.46 2.22

C-test:
I and I 2.12 .2.,5 642 7.64 6.06

'Underlined figures indicate that a significant difference does exist between the
Compared groups.
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Spinel: MgO. A12 0 3

Young's modulus-Con. Shear modulus Poisson's ratio Bulk modulus

E1 . a (11 KI K

2,547-713 kilobars 1,017:71 kllobars ---------- 0.26m5 .... . .. 1,916:600 kilobars
(36.94-10.34X10' psi) (14.75±i:1.03X10' psi) (27.79&:8.70XW psi)
3.1% 0.8% 21.% 5%

2,611-f-39 kilobars 1,017±76 kilobars ------........... 0.293-1-0.066 - 2,191-427 kilobars
(37.87-0.86X101 psi) (14.75-i-1.10X10' psi) (31.784-6.19X106 psi)
1.8% 6.0% 18.% 16%

2,659:031 kilobars 1.041-02 kilobars - -------- 0 .2900.054 - 2,158-68 kilobars
(38.57:l.90X10' psi) (15.10±0--.17XIO1 psi) (31.30:±=8.24X10' psi)
3.1% 0.7% 12.% 16.%

2,657-43 kilobars 1,028+15 kilobars ----------------- 0.300+0.008 ------------------------- 2,249-13 kilobars
(38.54:L-0.62X10 psi) (14.91-0.22X10' psi) (32.62±1.64X100 psi)
1.3% 1.2% 2.1% 4.0%

2,619=04 kilobars 990*26 kilobars ----------------- 0.305-1-0.008 - ------------ ------------ 2,198±L6kilohars
(37.99OL-0.78XI0' psi) (14.36+0.38Xl10 psi) (31.88-0.81X106 ppl)
1.3% 1.6% 1.6% 1.6%

2,M+28 kilobars 1,0190-I6 kllobars ----------------- 0.294+0.015 --- ---------------------- 2,173032 kilobars
(38.12-0.41XI(I psi) (14.78±L0,23X105 psi) (31 .52:1.91XI0 psi)
2.3% 3.4% 11.% 13.%

655=E48 kilobars 271M20 kilobars 0.228::±0.017 0.202i:0.007 408±13 kllobars 365±:33 kilobers
9.50-0.70X106 psi) (3.93-0.29X10' psi) (5.92--0.19X10' psi) (5.29+0.48X105 psi)
8.8% 8.8% 9.0% 4.2% 3.7% 11.%

791:L20 kilobars 329±_8 kilobars 0.221±0.008 0.191±0.030 482-L23 kilobars 428±42 kilobars
(11.470L-O.29XlO psi) (4.77-0.12X10' psi) (6.99:L-0.33XIO psi) (6.21:1-0.61X 10' psi)
3.6% 3.4% 4.8% 22.% 6.5% 14.%

analysis of values given in table 12

F and t values for-Continued

Young's Shear
modulus- modulus Poisson's ratio Bulk modulus
Continued

Ef,. 0 1 W. KI Kf.

4.23 4.59 3.72 24.7 4.45 3.94

_o .----------------- 0.3 -------... -........------- 2.77
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TABLS 13.&

Code No. of Young's modulus
and Soorce Statistical sped- Bulk density Speed of sound

proup prameters mena
Ei Ei.

10-I H Average 9 9.722+0.034 gm/cm' 4,972:0k m/sec 2,404:13 kilobars 2,434:23 kilobars
(606.9-2z1 gm/cm') (16.31*0.03XI0J ft/see) (34.87*-0.19XI0 psi) (35.31oL0.33%101 psi)

V 0.5% 0.2% 0.7% 1.2-

10-1I ----------- Average 8 9.64-+0.012 gm/cma 4,960*12 m/sec 2,378:*8 kilobars 2,406*18 kilobars
(603.3:0.7 gm/cmo) (16.27*L-0.04XIO ft/sec) (34.49+0.12X106 psi) (34.90-0.26XIUJO psi)

V 0.2% 0.3% 0.4% 0.9%

51 0 Average 10 9.702+0.008 gm/cm3  4,957:k3 rn/sec 2,384-4-5 kilobars 2,395:k6 kilohars
(605.7-0.5 gm/cm3 ) (10.26-0.0tXIOI ft/see) (34.68:0.07XIlo psi) (34.74:0.09X10o psi)

V 0.1% 0.1% 0.3% 0.3%

These compositions contain ) weight percent CaO as a densifying agent.

TABLE 13-a. Statistical data for the

F and t values for

Code Compared groups Critical Young's modulus
value Bulk Speed of

density sound

Ei Et.

10 F-test:
I and I %4.90- b9,01 1.38" 3.14 1.90

4. 53"
(-test:

I and II 2.13 ----------.0.32 0.62 0.37

SF and I values marked with an asterisk indicate comparison with the critical
value similarly marked.

h Underlined figures indicate that a significant difference does exist between the
compared groups.

TABLE 14

Code No. of Young's modulus
and Source Statistical speci- Bulk density Speed of sound ....

group parameters mens Ei El,,

19 C Average 5 10.368-+0.021 gfem' 4,314+9 m/sec 1,929-10 kllobars 1,930611 kilobars
(647.3=1.3 lb/ft') (14.15-0.03XI0' ft/see) (27.98-k-0.15X106 psi) (28.08:0.16X106 psi)

V 0.2% 0.2% 0.4% 0.5%

19a G Average 1 10.188 g/cm3 4.230 m/sec 1,823 kilobars 1,737 kilobars
(636.0 lb/ft') (13.88X 10' ft/see) (26.44X 104 psi) (25.19X 104 psi)
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Data for ThO2

Young's modulus-Con. Shear modulus Polsson's ratio Bulk modulus

E,. G JAI K, K,.

%421*12 kllobars 943+9 kilobars 0.275-0.006 0.291h+.003 1,78&546 kilobars 1,945+37 kilobars
(35.1--O.17XlO psi) (13.68-0.13X10' psi) (25.89•0.67Xl06 psi) (2,821-0.54X106 psi)
0.6% 1.2% 3.0% 1.4% 3.4% 2.5%

2,30-011 kilobars 9304- kilobars 0.2794-O.O6 0.2k94d.009 1,793-48 kilobars 1,948-+94 kilobars
(34.79L-D0.16X10S pli) (13.49-0.10X106 psi) (26.01h0.70X10' psi) (28.25&-tl.36XI0' psi)
0.5% 0.9% 2.7% 3.6% 3.2% 5.8%

2,384*8 kilobars 930-1-3 kilobars 0.2824-0.004 0.288i0.004 1,819-+7 kilobars 1,881+35 kilobars
(34.58L-0.04X106 

p W) (13.49*0.04X106 psi) (26.38*0.1OX1OG psi) (27.28:0.51X100 psi)
0.2% 0.5% 1.3% 2.0% 0.5% 2.6%

analysis of values given in table 18

P and t values for-Continued

Young's Shear
modulus- modulus Poisson's ratio Bulk modulus
Continued

El. 0 pa Jj,. Ki K1.

1.47 1.95 1.23 5.43* 1.10 5.43*

0.59 2.72 0.90 0.73 0.27 --------------

Data for UO0

Young's modulus-Con. Shear modulus Polsson's ratio Bulk modulus

Et, G oI ft. KI K1 .

1,930+15 kilobars 741=- 4 kilobars 0.302+0.003 0.3061:0.003 1.620+26 kilobars 1,662=-30 kilobars
(27.99+0.22X10' psi) (10.75-0.06X106 psi) (23.504-0.38X106 psi) (24.1hL-0.44XI06 psi)
0.6% 0.4% 0.8% 0.7% 1.3% 1.4%

1,842 kllobars ---------------- 700 kllobars ----------------- 0.291 - ---------------- 1,457 kilobars
(26.72X10' psi) (10.24X106 psi) (21.13X106 psi)
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TAmLN 15. Dta

Code No. of Young's modulus
ad Sesee Statistiesl specd- Bulk density Speed of sound

gOUP parametes M oens

1-1 H Average 5 5.634L-0.026 g/erm8  --------------- ........ ........... ...- 157-4-83 kilobars
(35•I.7-1.6 lblfNS) (16.78*2.65XI0' psi)

V 0.4% 5.8%

.1-I-- - - -- Average 4 5.639=-0.027 g/emrs ........... .............. ... ... ...... ........... 10724r4 kilobars
(352.0-J1.7 lb/ft3) (15.55-0.64X10' psi)

V 0.3% 2.6%

-Ill ---------- Average 5 5.654+0.045 g/cmra --. ..- ............................ .. . ..- 2051+81 kilobars
(353.0*2.8 V Ift3) (29.75=k:41.17X101 lPsi)

V 0.0% 3 .27,

11-V A------------verage 4 5.603-0.0 gm24 gl.m. -------------------------- -- ------........ - 114385kilow.b
(349.8+-1.5 lb/fts) 16.11-5.58X106 psi)

V 0.3% e,%

1-All ---------- Average I 5.634*-.O015 g/cmS- .--------------------------.---------------.--.------. 376+222 kilohars
(351.7+0.9 1b/fts)I (19.96+3.22XI01 Psi)v I 0.5% 32%•=

13-1 II Average 10 5.149+0.016 g/Cen
3  

5216--51 il/sec 14014k23 kilobars -! Id.i*26 kilobars
(321.4+1.0 lb/fts) (17.11-0.17X108 ft/Sec (20.32.+-O33XI06 psi) LM.171:0.38X10I psi)V 0.4% 1.4% 2.3% "%

13-I ---------- Average 10 5.162--0.013 g/cm' 4950-184 m/sec 1268-1-93 kilobars 12N9+92 kilobars
(322.3d-0.8 lb/ft') (16.24z-0.60X108 ft/sec) (18.39 1.3.5X10 r psi) (18.4141.33X106 psi)

V 0.4% 5.1% 10.3%10

12-1 If Average 10 4.967-+0.017 g/cm' 5456=1:20 in/see 1478=15 kilobars 141.3=I:15 kilobars
(310.1 hl.l lb/fts) (17.90=-0.07X103 ft/sec) (21.44:0.22XI0 pi.i) (21.5140.22X108 psi)

V 0.5% 0.5% 1.4% 1.4%

12-I1 ---------- Average 10 4.971-+0.011 g/cm' 5481+10 m/see 1443=8 kilohars 1499+10 kilobars
(310.3-0.7 lb/ft') (17.98=1h0.03X103 ft/see) (21.65A 0.,12X106 psi) (2t.74zL-O.I5XI0d psi)

V 0.3% 0.3% o.; 1S,'

a This composition contains about 5 wt % of CaO as the stabilizing agent.
b Because of the very high and diverse values calculated for Poisson's ratio, the calculated bulk modulus values have little significance.

TABLE 15a. Statistical data for th/c

Fand ( values for

Code Compared groups Critical Young's ino tlS
value Bulk Speed of

density sound E

13 F-test:
I and 1I 4.03 1.51 &13.2 15.9 12.4

t-test:
I and II 2.10 1.48- .............................

12 F-test:
I and II 4.03 2.58 3.95 3.15 2.04

t-test:
I and I1 2.10 1.56 2. 46 1.98 2.0'2

* Underlined flgures indicate that a significant difference does exist between the
compared groups.



for "stabilized" ZrO2A

Young's modulus-Con. Shear modulus Polsson's ratio Bulk modulus

Er. 0 MifK KK,,

1202-80 kilobars 45•-±39 ktlobars ----------------- 0.2744-0.022 ------------------------ .... 957±43 kllobars
17.43-1.|6X10* psi) (6.u60:0.57XII psi) (12.43±0.62X P0s Ioi)
.4% 9.%o 6.4% 4.0%

1122+58 kilobars 423:13 kilobars 0.268+0.02 ------------------------------ 772±L93 kilobars
(16.27-0.84X10' psi) (6.14-±-0.19Xi0' psi) (11.203±.33Xpsi)
3.2% 2.0% 4.6% 7.5%

2031--68 kilobars 725+48 kilobars 0.41f4-0.0,52 . b

(29.4•64-.99XIOS psi) (10.524-0.70X1O' psi)
2.7% 5.3% 10.1%

i132+372 kilobws 398Au70 kilobwrs 0.386:0.218 ------------------------------ b)
(16.42-5.40XIO psi) (5.77+1.02X1(0 psi)
21% 11.0% 36%

1399-J208 kilobars 510:1=71 kilobars -- 0.337-t-0.046- ---------------------------------- -(
(20.29-3.02XI 10' psi) (7.40-1.03X IO' psi)
30% 28% 27%

1394±L22 kilobars 558±7 kilobars 0.255±-0.006 0.2464-0.008 9&5+37 klobars ,0;4-59 kilobars
(20.22-4-0.32XI0 psi) (8.094-0.10XIO psi) (13.854-0.UXIO psi) (13.1440.86XIO psi)
2.2% 1W9% 3.3% 4.6% 5.3%o 9.1%

1259+94 kilobars 514A±33 kllobars 0.232±0.012 0.234-0.010 796+92 kflobwrs F02+87 kilobars
(18.2r•I--.36XlOS psi) (7.45-0.48X>10 psi) (I1.54+1.33X106 psi) (I1.63-4-1.26X 10' psi)
10.5% 9.1% 7.0V 6.2% 16% 15%

1479±12 kilobars 575±-6 kilobars 0.2854-0.005 0.289±-0.005 1144+26 kilobars 1168±i:12 kilobars
(21.45+-0.17XIO' psi) (8.34-0.09X 10' psi) (16.5940-.38XIOS psi) (16.94-0.17X 10 psi)
1.2% 1.4% 2.6% 2.4% 3.2001 1.4%

1492±=10 kilobars 584+4 kilobars 0.279±:0.002 0.284±0.002 11256±11 kilobars 1157±30 kilobars
(21.64-E-0.15XI0 psi) (8.47±0.06XI00 psi) (16.32-0.16X10' psi) (16.78±0.44XI0' psi)
0.9% 1.0% 1.1% 0.8% 1.4% ,3.6%

analysis of values given in table 15

F and t values for-Continued

Young's Shear
modulus-- modulus Poisson's ratio Bulk modulus
Continued

El. 0 I 'f . K, Kf,,

19.1 20.2 3.83 1.64 6.41 2.19

-----. ------..------------- 3.90 2.07 -------------- 2.24

1.57 2.08 5.31 1.08 5.94 6.67

1.88 2.65 ---------------- -1.53 .........................
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TABLE 16. Data

Code No. of Young's modulus
Mad source statistical speo- Bulk density Speed of somnd
goup psormeters maone

iS D Average 19 6.053L0,021 /cm' 6667*22 mrso 2600k25 kllobars 2711-19 kilobars
(377.9*1.3 lb/Ift) (2l.87:*0.07X0I ft/sec) (39.01:0.36X11$ psi) (32.M+0.28XiO' Psi)

V 0.7% 0.7% 1.w 1.6%

10-I D Average 10 4.0&:*0.017 gIcm' m1/sec 25M+21 kilobars 2611:25 kilobars
(371.9*1.1 ib/Ift) (21.61*-0.06XI0' Wt/S) (37.49*0.30XI0O pS) (37-87:i-0.36X10' pei)

V 0.4% 0.4% 1.1% 1.4%

30.-U Average 10 6.9"4,0.016 u/cms 6563+_11 mn/se 2560+-15 kilobars 250-+17 kilobars
(371.1-0.9 ib/fti) (21.53:0.04Xi10 ft/sec) (37.13:L-0.22X 100 psi) (37.65-0.25XI0' pS)

V 0.4% 0.2% 0.8% 0.9%

28-I D Average 10 6.691L0.006 /crmn 6870*12r m/seo 2686*12 kilobars 2713120 kilobars
(355.3=0.4 lb/ift) (22.M4.-0.04X10' ft/3ec) (38.96:0.17XI0 psi) (39.3560.29X11 psi)

V 0.2% 0.2% 0.6% 1.0%

-I ------ --- Average 10 8.56640.041 /em' 6712:+47 m/sec 2807-53 kilobars 2543±66 kilobars
(347.4L2.6 lb/it') (22.02:0.15X10' ft/sec) (36.36*o.77X10o psi) (88••0.SX10 psi)

V 1.0% 1.0% 2.9% 3.1%

Code 28 composition is slightly different than compositions of codes 29 and 30 specimens.

TABLE 16a. Statistical data for the

Fand 9 values for

Critical
Code Compared groupe value Young's modulusBulk Speed of

density sound

Ei El.

30 F-test:
I and I1 4.03 1.23 2.6 1.95 1.70

(-test:
I and 2 .10 1.43 2._9 2.26 1.80

28 F-test:
I and II 4.03 &40.8 14.9 18.3 7.67

9-test:I and 11 . 0 -- - - - -- -- - - -- - - -- -- - - - -S.........10 .................... [..........

& Underlined figures indicate that a significant difference does exist between the
compared groups.
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for AlsO + Cr

Youngs modulus-Con. Shear modulus Poisson's ratio Bulk modulus

El. 0 At. Ka K1 .

2*4-21- kilobars 1074+8 kilobars 0.253±+0.003 0.262+-0.001 1813F35 kilobars 1900-14 kilobars
(30.07-0.33X100 psi) (15.58-.-0.12X10e psi) (26.30:0.51X 106 psi) (27.56:0.20X106 psi)
1.8% 1.5W 2.3% 0.9% 4.0% 1.5%

2O02-±-2 kilobars 1082-8 kilobars 0.262+0.003 0.26410.003 1732=L22 kilobars 1845±L29 kilobars
(3774*0.41X10' psi) (14.97±-0.12X100 psi) (25.12-0.32X10' psi) (26.76:L-0.42XI06 psi)
1.5% 1.0% 1.5% 1.5% 1.8% 2.2%0

2578±17 kilobars 1023:6 kllobars 0.252.+0.001 0.266±0.002 1724C9 kilobars 1848±22 kilobars
(37.39-0.25X106 psi) (14.84-0.09X106 psi) (25.00*0.13X10

6 
psi) (26.80:I:0.32X10' psi)

0.9% 0.8% 0.6% 1.2% 0.8% 1.7%

2 :82*20 kilobars 1114±6 kilobars 0.205±0.001 0.217±0.004 1512±4-8 kllobars 1601±30 kilobars
(38.90-0.2O X10' psi) (16.1650.09X10' psi) (21.930-.12XIO psi) (23.22:-0.4X0I psi)
1.0% 0.8% 1.0% 2.2% 0.8% 2.7%

2514:±66 kilobars 1042%27 ktlobars 0.203:0.001 0.221±-0.004 1434129 kilobars 1517-39 kilobars
(35.46•-0.81X 10 psi) (15.11+-0.39XI0' ps) (20.80:L0.42X10' psi) (22.00±0. 57X 10 psi)
3.2% 3.0% 0.8% 2.6% 2.8% 3.6%

analysis of values given in table 16

F and 9 values for-Continued

Young's Shear
modulus- modulus Poisson's ratio Bulk modulus
Continued

1.75 1.90 5.74 1.62 5.48 1.77

1.94 2.27 -------------- 0.15 --------------- 0.20

8.45 13.8 1.34 1.39 12.3 1.65

2.1 - -6 1.33 I --------------- 3.83
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"TABLbk 17. Data for TiC

Code No. of Yuotg's modulus
and Source Statistical speci- Bulk density Speed of sound .. . .. .

group parameters megs

31-I E Average 10 5.341*0.012 Werm' 85764-23 rnesec 31rF±20 kiuloaw S 4035A,0 kllolars
(333.4-L0.7 lb/fts) (28.I 4 :.O8X .to. iLt, w(:, (56.9S,0.42NXIO Pb ) 5S.52:(:0.44Xl4 p.-i

V 0. %o 0.4% i.o%

31-11 ------ . %erage 10 5.34&iO.O /cm' 8549:-15 m/,sec A)3,5419 kilotars 3set4*:kt; klouls
(333.6--0. lbItr') (2S.05L-0.05X6t0' ft.sev *.f'4-" 2.ctO sJ. ((7AMW(..23X4 tr1 p1i
0.2%o/ 0. e7%

32-i E Average 10 5.654+0.003 gjcs 84d67.-8 m/sec 4053:-48 k 1otbal s 4W0-- kiobars
(353.0-*0.2 lblfta) (27.783"0.03XIs ft..&c) j5,.,S40.12Xl ji) (54.2640.13X106 i-S]

V 0.1% 0.1% 0t 3ý .3%

32-11 ------ A. %erage 10 5.641l-0.004 g/emI 8249-L9 r/see 70-4-9 kilobars 3tNw*I k~1obars
(345.9*0.2 lbit') (27.06 4-O.03) X 10 ft, . (54.6Rt -0.i3X 10O phi 106 1 ].22X ,(• i-I

V 0.1% 0.20/ a.%o.,%

33-1 F Average 10 5.824-.002&/cm' 8023*--5 r/,ec 3773i--5 kilobar- 3N*,=e7 kilobarrs
(36.0+0.1 lblftl) (26.32-4-.02XIU

3 
ft,>c) (54.7"2-4-0.07 X 1~' (0 1 (5,5.230o.1iO10X 10?'

v 0.0% 0.1% o_% 0. ?:

33-I .--- Average 10 5.821:0.0065 /cmI 7M4-9 nt/sec 3741.)+9 kilobars 3757-12 kiloi;x-
(3e3.4-0.3 lb/ft') (26.24:0.03Xt0

2 ft -c) (54.37+O.13XI jpli) ,54.4Yikv.l7Xl• pui,
v 0.1% 0.2% o.3% ,.I;

34-1 F-: Average 10 5.723:0.003glcw' 8267-+7 nt/,ec 391147 kilobats 3917*-11 kilobar,.
(367.3 -0.2 Ib/ift) (27.12=0.02X tW ft -c) ( 56.72:0.IOX ts I I• I-i.isr; j.1(X1•d - . tO

V 0.1% 0.1% 0.3% 0.4%

34-11 Average 10 5.882*0.006 glcm3 80564-5 mnt•sc 3817+6 kiloloars 394*9 kilotlas
(367.2*0.4 lb/ift) (26.43=*0.02Xlt)' ft-,'s) (5.364-0.OX I w, I- i '.I2• .13XI04l' i'

v 0.1% 0.1% 0. 2 0.3%

'Code 31 contains atxhut 10 wt % Ni. Code 32 contains about 20 wt % NI. Code 33 contaits abotut so %t % NI. Code 34 contains atout 30 %t • NI
(Modified).

TABLE 17a. Statistical data for te

1< aLd I iU1U•s for

Code Compared groups Critical Yontg's modu)us
lueSpeed of

density Und

31 F-test:
I and II 4.0)3 1.94 4. " 2 35 3.48

f-test:
I and 11 2.11) 11.30 2.22 1. r.3 2 CA)

32 F-test:
Itatd If 4.03 1.71 1.15 1.22 2.3

3test:I
leand II 2.10 ,47.2 41_2 52.4 28.1

33 F-test:
Ianu 11 4.03 P'.1H 3.72 2.78 3.29

i-test:
I and II 2.10 ---------- 49.7 . 47 L31

34 F-test:
I and II 4.-03 5.14 2.20 I. U) 1 5S

R-test:
I and II 2.10 ---- 24.-- 2..

'Underlined figures Indicate that a significant differncte does exist between the
compared groups,

"TABLs: 18. Data

Code No. of Yottngs ,toldulus
and Source Statistical specd- Bulk density Speed oftsound _

group parameters mens

4 4 - I I f A v e r a g e 1 0 2 h 6 -4- 0 # . - - - - -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 4 6 7 -2 4 k l il o b a r s
(1=5.46(.. Ibft'_) (64.79-0.35XI0' psi)

V 0.1% 0.7%

44--I- Average 10 2.505+0.102/m .----------------------- 4481=09 kilobars
(I5.4;-0D.1 lbitt) (fi4.99=F-.28X10G psi)

V 0.1% 0.6%

&These values we not considered reliable because ofan assumption that was made during the calculation.
b j.0.2074 assumed value for one specimen see see. 2.1(a).
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+1O to SO wt % Nis

Young's modulus-Con. Shear modulus Poisson's ratio Bulk modulus

a JAMIMI K, K.Ir

4027-29 kilobars 1654+11 kilobars 0.188:0.003 11.220-+0.003 20994-25 kilobars 2403+29 kilohars
58.41-0.42XI0' psi) (23.,10-0.16XI06 psi) (30.44 +0.36 X 10t p,,i) (34.Xi0.42XI0 psi)
1.0% 0.9,% 2.1% 2.1% 1.7% 1.7%

4031±-15 kilobars 16314:8 kilobars 0.1971-0.003 0.225:0.002 2149+18 kilobars 2427+11 kiloaltrs
(58.464-0.22X 10 psi) (23.66+0.12X 106 psi) (31.17±0-.26X106 psi) (35.20:-0.16XI0' Psi)
0.5% 0.6% 1.9% 1.5% 1.2-' 0.7%

408148 kilobars 1CI1-3 kllobars O..2i0±O.03 0.210t6±0.003 2295-423 kilobars 2394+4 kilobars
(59.19±-0.12X!0O psi) (24.3840.04X 105 psi) (33.29-0.33X106 psi- (31.72t:0.0iX 106 psi)
0.3% 0.2% 2.0% 2.0'. ý 1.4% 0.2%

3851±-10 kllobars 1548±6 kilobars 0.197+-1,001 0.228+0.005 2078:30 kilobars 236)8-42 kilobars
(55.85:LO.15XIO psi) (22.454-O.09XI0

6 
Psi) (30.14±0.44X106 psi) (34.34±-0.61 X 106 psi)

0.4% 0.5% 3.0% 3.4% 2.0% 2.5%,

3804-8 kllobars 1560W-6 kllobars 0.210±0.001 0.221±+0.002 2168±E5 kilobars 2275±5 kilobars
(55.17+0.12X106 psi) (22.3-0.09X106 Psi) (31.414-0.07X10' psi) (33.0W,0.07X 104 psi)
0.3% 0.5% 0.9% 1.1% 0.3% 0.3%

3741+13 kllobas 1538±-6 kilobars 0.219±-0.003 0.222±0.002 2226±413 kilobars 22, -15 kilobars
(51.26±-.l9X 106 psi) (22.31-0.09X106 psi) (32.29+0.19< X104 psi) (32. .+0.22XlO4 psi)
0.5% 0.5% 1.8% 1.4% 0.8% 0.9%

S----............... 1699±3 kilobars 0.151±-.A)3 0.153A±0.004 1871±16 kilolars 1882±i24 kilobars
................- (24.64d-0.04X108 psi) (27.14+-0.23X 1)6 Psi) (27.30±0.3.5X 10 iJ)

0.3% 2.7% 3.5% 1.2% 1.S%

38&,W+9 kilobars 158&±2 kilobars 0.204±+0.002 0.231±0.003 2147±3 kilolars 2417-4-28 kilobars
(56.364-0.13XI06 psi) (23.00±-0.03X106 psi) (31.14±0.04XI0• psi) (35.0±0.0A1 X1O' i'vi)
0.3% 0.2% 1.2% 1.7% 0.2% 1.2%

ainalysis of values given in table 17

F and t values for-Continued

Young's Shear
nodulus-- modulus P'oisson's ratio Bulk modulus
Continued

(1:. ML M. Ku K1.

3.62 2.00 1.18 1.69 2.06 6.73

1.24 3 98 5.55 2.89 3.75 ..............

1.46 5. 6C 1.98 3.08 1.62. 1.98

40.8 . ..... ....... 3.64 4.31 13.1 1.41

2.65 1.07, 4.21 1.76 7.79 9.57

'.7. 5.84 ........... 0.68 ........................

----------. 1.78 2.85 M1.81 3.06 1.38

64. 8 :35.3 36. 8 38.3 32.7

for I;4C

Young's modulus--(on. Shear modulus Polsson's ratio Bulk mo'lultis

F M M.. G g KK.

4450M23 kLilobars 1850+10 kilobars- ------ )- --........................ 2544±-13 kilobars.
(64.544-0.33X10' psi) (26.83±L-0.15XI0 psi) (36.904-0.19X106 psi)0.7% 0.7% 0.7%

4457±15 kilobars 1856+8 kllobars -................ (b,) 2552±5 kilobars
(64.64-0.22X10' psi) (20.92:L-0.12X 106 psi) (37.01=O.07X1O psi)
0.5% 0.60% 0.6%
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TADLI 19. Data

Code NO. Of Young's modulus
and Bcooe Statistical speol- Bulk density Speed of sound

group Parameters ms

43I H Average 8 2.814:L0.06 g/cm' ------------- -- 4------- ------ kllobars
(1787*04 lb/ItV) (64 A0*0.84XI06 Pal)

V 0.2% 1.1%

43-H ----- Average 5 2.818*.006W g/cm' --------.------ -- ----------- 4518*101 kilobars
(1757*0.4 lb/it') (85.48+1 .45X 10' psl)

V 0.2V, 1.9%

W8111 ------ Average 5 2.813=L0.008 g/cm---- -------- -------- ------- 4474+.43 kilobars
(17517*0.4 lb/It') (64.890*0.62X<104 Psi)

V 0.2%, 0.8%1

43-IV ------ Average 5 2.818+0.004 g/cms ------ --------------------- 4800*31 kllobars
(178.9+0.2 lb/It') (65.27*0O.45X10' psi)

V 0.1% 0.6%1

41-All ----- Average 20 2.816*+e.002 g/cm' ----------- -------------- 4485=L25 kilobars
(1758.:0.1 lbift) (65.05:0.88X10 PSI)

V 0.2% 1.2%

& This mixture contains 8=2 prs(Volume) of B40 slnd 18 Parts TiBs.
bThese values arn not considered reliable because, of an assumption that was made during the calculation.
*ja-O.2O8 assumed value for one specimen, see nec. 2.8(a).

TABLE 20.

Code No. of Young's modulus
and Source Statistical spedi- Bulk density Speed of sound ________

group parameters mens
El f

45-1 B Average 9 8.103*0.012 gm/cm 5  . ---- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 3,M+864 kilobars
(193.7*0.7 lb/ft') (57.26+0.93X 10' psi)

V 0.8%/ 2.1%
45-Il- ---------- Average 8 8.128*-0.002 gm/cm' ----------------------- ---------------------------- 4,013+15 kllobar3

(I195.3*0.1 Ibm') (58-20*0O.22XI0' psi)
V 0.1% 0.4%

88-1l H Average 10 2.876*0.004 gm/cm' 8,818 *87 rn/sec 2,003=*41 kilobars 2,021+43 kilobars
(1%0.8*0.2 lb/It) (28.93*L0.291<10' ft/sec) (29.05=L0.59X10' psi) (29.31=*0.62XI 10 psi)

V 0.04- 1.4% 2.9% 3.0%
3-------------Average 9 2 .. 05grn cm, ,4*1i/e ,6*9klbr 1,963*80B kilobars

(18.10.8lb )(28.69*0.27<10' ft/sec) (28.79:L0.57X106 psi) (28.47:0.73X< 10 psi)
V 0.20/ 1.2% 2.5%1 3.3%

TABLE 20a. Statistical data for the

F and t values for

Code Compared groups Critical Young's modulus
value Bulk Speed of

density sound ________

El Ej..

45 F-teat:
I and 11 4. 9- b 12.2 --------- ---------- _22_4

.4. 53'
f-test:I and 11 2.13 ---------------- ---------- ----------

35 F-test:
I and 11 4.36-

4. 10* 1.710 1.34 1.33 1. 15'
R-est:I and 11 2.11 7.86 1.92 0.71 2.03

Fa Fnd t values marked with an asterisk Indicate comparison with the critical value
similarly marked.

b Underlined figures Indicate that a significant difference doses exist between the
compared groups.
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for BXCt TiB2 %

Young's modulugs-Con. Shear modulus Poisson's ratio Bulk modulus

E,. oilp Ks Kf.,

4442*i47 kilobars 1847*04 kllobssb ---- (-------------------- 2521*k33 kllobrS b
(64.43:0.68X10 psi) (26 79:0.85X10' psi) (35.6.6*O.48XI0' psi)
0.9% 1.1% 1.1%

44MA*4 kilobars 1872*L42 kflobarab ---- ------ --------------- 2645-+57 kiloibarsb,
(64.61:10.67X10' psi) (27.15&10.61X10' Psi) (36.91:0.83X10' psi)
0.8%0 1.8%/ 1.8%0

4446*37 kilobars; 1886*18S kilobarS b -------- ------- --------- 26I33*25 kilobars b
(64.77*0.S4X106 psi) (25.92*L0.25X10' Psi) (36.74:LO.36X10' psi)
0.7% 0.8%/ 0.8%0

"M08*2 kllob=r 1866*413 kllobarSb -------- )------------------------------- 2647*18S kflobarSb
(64.95*0.46X106 psi) (27.06+*0.19X109 psi) (36.94:L0.26X10' psi)
0.6%7 0.6% 0.60/

4410*16 kilobars 1860*10 kllobarsb (0------------------------------2639*14 klobWSrb
(64.69±0.23X106 psi) (28.98-LO.15X 10' psi) (36.83*+0.20X10' psi)
0.7%/ 1.2% 1.20/

Data for SWC

Young's modulus-Con. Shear modulus Poisson's ratio Bulk modulus

_Ff. a At PWO Kc Kf.

3,997*111 kilobars 1,665*24 kilohars---------------------- 0.182*+0.003---------------------------- -965*14 kilobars
(57.97*EO.16X106 psi) (24.15=LO.36X106 Psi) (14.00*40.20X10' psi)
0.3% 1.,9% 2.0% 1.8%
3,931*21 kilobars; 1,683*15 kilobars----- ----------------- 0.192*0O.005 ------------------------------ 966*_5 kilobars
(57.01:L0.30X10' psi) (24.41*L0.07X109 psi) (14.01+0.07X10A psi)
0.6% 0.4% , 3.3% 0.7%

2.035*30 kilobars 851+19 kllobars 0.117*0.003 0.187*0O.002 1,034*118 kilohars 1,078+24 kllobars
(29.52:L0.44X10' psi) (12.34+*0.28X108 psi) (15.O0*0=.26X10' psi) (15.64+0.35X105 psi)
2.1% 3.1% 2.1% 1.8% 2.6% 3.1%
1,993*-42 kllobars 836*157 kilobars 0.187:10.003 0.173*10.005 1,057*115 kilobars 1,002*138 kilobars
(28.91+0.01 X 10 psi) (12.13d*0.83X100 psi) (15.33*+0.22X10' psi) (14.53*0O.55XI05 psi)
2.8% 8.9% 1.7% 3.7% 1.8% 5.0%

analysis of values given in table 20

F and t values for-Continued

Young's Shear
modulus- modulus roisson's ratio Bulk modulus
Continued

Ef. 0 I&I Al. Ki KI.

3.01'* 28.9------------------ 2.67'------------------ 7.82

1.27----------------- -------------- 4.63 ---------------

1.10' 7.95' 1. 28' 3.78' 1.93 2.23'

1.70------------------5.58 6.08 2.61 3.97
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TABLE 21. Data for

Code No. of Young's modulus
and Source Statistical sped- Bulk density Speed of sound __________________

group paramieters mens
Ei i~K.

37-1 Average 5 3.074::-0.007 g/cm' ....--------------- ------ -- 413D+45 kilobars
( Wi.±04lblt) (59.76.*0.65XIOB Pei)

V0.2%1 0.9%
37-11-------------- Aerage 5 3.086+0.014 g/cni' ----- ------------------------------------ 41141-37 kil(,b)&s

(192.7±+0.9 lb/It') (59V.+7±.54X106 psi)
V 0.4% 0.7%

37-111------------ Average 5 3.083+-0.003 glcms ----- -------------------- ----------------------- 4121+±72 kilobars
(192.5=0.2 lb/It') (59.77+1.04XI10 psi)

V 0.170 1.4c%

37-IV------------ Average 5 3.084+-0.006 g/cin' ------------------------ ------- ------------- 4246+66 kilobars
(192.5=0.4 lb/Itt) (Ii .5M±0 96x10' psi)

V 0.%1.3%.

37-All------------Average 20 3.082=k0.004 gfcms............................................... .245±1 Akiobar05 si(192.4±0E.2 lb/It')(tO2±.X0'pi
V 0.3% j1.~

aThis mixture contains 90 parts of SIC and 10 parts of B40 (by weight).
b These vulties are not considered reliable because of an assumption that was made during the calculation.

p-,0.2208 assumed value for one specimen, see sec. 2.3(a).

TABLE 22. Daita

Code No,.of Young's ni1odultus
and Source Statistical spedt- Bulk dlensity Speed of sound_____

group parameters snens
Ei.1-,.

384I 11 Average 1 6.465 glcms ------------- ----------------- ------------- ------- I------ 3M*. kilobars
V (403.6 Ib/(ts) (56.29X JOB psi)

38-11I---- -------- Average 2 6.177+0.602 g/cm'----- --------------- --------- ----------------- --- ---- 3045:±515 kilobars
(385.6±37.6 lbItP) (44.16j±7.47XJ00 Psi)

V 1.1% IK

38-TIT -------- A verage 4 6.148+0.0% &Joni$ ------- ------------ ---------- ------- I--------- ----- 32'20±72 kilobars
(383.8±1.7 lb/It') (411.70±1.04XIt)O psi)

V 0.3% 1.4%

38-V ------------ Average 4 6.202±0O.009 g/cnm'- ---------------------------- -- --------------------- --- 3279+24 kilolmrs
(387.2±0.6 lb/It') (47.-.lii±.3,9X1O6 psi)

V 0.1% 0.5%

38-V------------- Average 5 6.016+0.031 g/cm'------------------------ -------- ------------------ -- - 2W)1+65 kilobars
(375.6j=1.9 lb/It') (42.I15+0.94X106 psi)

V 0.4% 1.14%

38-VT------------ Average 4 6.017-+0.025 g/cm'-- ---------------------------- ------- ------------- -- --- 2890A=89 kilobars
(375.6+1.6 lb/It') (4l.92+1.29X10' psi 1

V 0.3% 1.9%
38;-All---------------erage 20 6.118±0.055 g/cm3- ------------ --------------- ----------------------- ---- 3117±013 kitohars

(391.9:3.4 l/ftl)(45.21±IA1.4XIO' psi)

V1.9% 7. 7
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SiC+B.,Ca

Young's modulus-Con. Shear modulus Poisson's ratio Bulk modulus

El. 0 JA 4.K& A).

4090±J44 kilobars 1688±08 kilobarsb --------- ------------------ 2460.L27 kilobarS b
(59.32:LO.64XI10 psi) (24.48±L0.26X106 psi) (35.68±+0.39X106 psi)
0.9% 0.9% 0.9%

4100+87 kilobar 1685A±15 kllobarsb --------- ------------- ---- 2456±J22 kilubsrg b
p (59.47zk0.97X106 psi) (24.44+±0.22X10' psi) (35.62±L0.32X10' psi)

1.3% 0.7% 0.7%

40184±=79 kilobars 1688±L29 kilobarsb (*----------------------- --------- 2460+43 kilobarSb
(59.23:0.15X106 psi) (24.48z±0.42X 106 psi) (35.68±0O.62Xi0' psi)
1.6% 1.4% 1.4%

4321±29 kllobars 1739±L27 kllobarsb ---------- ) ----------------------------- 2535±40 kilobrs b
(OV'A7:L.42X010 psi) (25.22+±0.39X106 psi) (36.77+0.58X10' psi)
0.6% 1.3% 1.3%

4149±5S2 kilobars 1699±20 kilobarsb (*----------------------------------- 2478±L29 kilobarS b
(60.18±:L0.73X10I Psi 2.4+.9I psi &.4E42lIpsi)
2.7% 1.6%0 1.6%

fcr ZrC

Young's modulus-Con. Shear modulus Poisson's ratio Bulk modulus

Ef. a IIIag K, K1,.

3870 kilobars 1540 kilobars 0 6------------020 ------------------------------ 2688 kilobars
(56.13XI08 psi) (22.34XI06 psi) (38.99X106 psi)

3119±1503 kilobars 1223+40 kilobars----- ----------------- 0.245:L0.170 ------------------------------ 1999±82 kllobars
(4.5.24±17.S0X106 psi) (17.74+0.58X100 psi) (31.27+1.19X 105 psi)
1.8% 0.4% 7.7% 9.8%

3249±51 kilobars 1280±L27 kilobars----- ----------------- 0.258±+0.005 ------------------------------ 2206=i:115 kilobars
(47.122ý0.74X106 psi) (18.56±0.39X106 psi) (32.00±1.67X106 psi)
1.00/ 1.3% 1.2%1 3.3%1-

3291±115 kilobars 1317±L7 kilobars--------- 0.245±L0.010 ------------------------------ 2156+82 kilobars
(47.73±L0.221<106 Psi) (19.10±0O.101<10' psi) (31.27±1.191<106 psi)
0.3% 0.3% 2.5% 2.4%

3063±145 kilobars 1165±31 kilobars----- ----------------- 0.271±L0.008------------------------- ----- 2136±68 kilobars
(44.43±0.661<106 psi) (16.90±0.45XI 06 psi) (30.98±-0.991<106 psi)
1.2% 2.2% 2.4% 2.6%

2995±659 kilobars 1149±35 kilobars----- ----------------- 0.258±L0.003 ------------------------------ 2009±78 kilobars
(43.44=b0.86X106 psi) (16.66±0.611X106 psi) (29.14±1l.131<106 psi)
1.2% 1.9% 0.7% 2.5%

3178±95 kllobars 1240±46 kilobars----- ----------------- 0.257±0.005 ------------------------------ 2142±76 kllobars
(46.09±1.381<106 psi) (17.98±0.67X105 psi) (31.07±1.101<10' psi)
6.4% 8.0% 4.5% 76
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TABLE 23.

Oede N.10. ofYoung's modulus
and Soures Stabt~e sped- Bulk density Speed of sound ________

group P11111086811 mewa El Ei.

41I Aeage 6 6.909:0.015 g/ems ------------------------------- 0022 kilobars
V(372.6+0.9 lb/It') (73.52*.0.32X10' psi)

0.290 0.4%

41-H Averae 5 5.308=L0.013 u/cm'------------- ----- -------- 3582+32 kilobars
V (331.4*0.8 lb/itt) (51 95:O.46X 10' psi)

0.20/ 0.7%

41-lU Averag 5 5271*+0.109 g/ow' -- ----------- ----------- -- ---- 3405+148 kilobars
V(32Q.l*1:3.Olb/ft8) (49.39*+2.15Xl0' psi)

3.2% 3.5%

41-IV Averag 6 6.7938+0.031 g/ow'-------------- ------------ - 43M+52 kilobars
V(361Al.6:Ol9b/It8) (63.80+0.75X10' psi)

0.4% 1.0%0/

41-AU Aveng 20 5.585*0.146g/cm'n ----------------------------- 4114*321 kllobars
V(348.7=0.1 lb/It') (59.67*L4.66XI010 psi)

5.60% 177o

42-1 A Averages 10 4.557+0.034 g/cni3 ------------------------ ---------------------------- 2455+85 kilobars
V(284.5*2.1 lb/fti) (&5.61l:.23X10'f psi)

1.1% 4.8%

42-11 Aveage 10 4.524+*0.056 glow'-- ------------------------ ------------------------ 2368+143 kilobars
V(282.4=0.5 ib/flt) (34.34*2.07X 10' psi)

1.7% 8.4%

TABLE 23a. Statistical data for tlie a ua lysis

P and t values for

Code Compared groupe Critical Bulk Speed of Young's modulus
value density sound

El Ei..

42 F-test
I and 11 4.03 2.68 ----- ---- ---------- 2.82

1-test
I and It 2.10 0.93 ---------- ---------- 0.97

aUnderlined figures Indicate ftat a significant difference does exist between the
compared groups.

TAni.i'; 24. Do to

Code No. of Young's modulus
and source Statistical sped- Bulk density Speed of sound

group parameters mans E

W9I It Average 4 5.987+-0.072 g/cm,3 ------------------------- --------------------------- 13815*106 kilobars
(373.8-+4.5 lbift5) (55.33=11.54X 10 psi)

V 0.8%O 1.8%0

39-U - ---------- Average 5 5.874*+0.300 glcm' ----------------------------------------- ---------- 3664+125 ktlobara
(366.7:118.7 lb/I t') (53.14*LI.81X 10' psi)

V 4.1% 2.8%

WM- l---------- Average 1 5.974 g/ow'-------------- -------------- 3839 kilobars
(372.9 lb/ft') (65.68X 10' psi)

89-Ky----------- Average 4 &.041+.0.022 g/em'- ---------------------------- ------ -------- I- ------- 388618 kilobars
(377.1*1.4 lb/It') (56.36d-0.26X 10' pai)

V 0.2%0 0.3%

39-V------------ Average 2 5.906:L-0.485 i/cm' ----------------------- ------------------------- --- 3807+596 kilobars
(372.4*+30.3 lb/it') (55.22:18.64X 10' pal)

V 0.9%/ 1.77o

*9-IV------------ Average 3 5.991+0.008 i/cm' ------------------- ---- ---------------------------- 3839+19 kilobars
(374.0*0.5 lb/1t) (55.68*0.28ix10' psl)

V 0.1% 0.2%

30-AU----------- Average 19 5.966+0.038 g/ow' ------------------------- -------------- ------------- 3795*149 kilobara
(372.4:L2.4 lb/it') (65.04*0O.71X10' psi)

V 1.3% 2.70%
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Da1a for ZrB,

Young's modulut-Con. Shear modulus Poison's ratio Bulk modulus

El. a W.I KI K,.

50W0.22 kilobars 2206*14 kilobars ----............. 0.149-*0.003 ----------------------------- 2205+15 kflobars
(73.82-0.32X10O psi) (32.00*-0.23X10' psi) (31.98-0.22XIP psi)
0.4% 0.5% 1.3% 0.6%

3635427 kllobars 15/-*14 kIlobars ---------------- 0.173:O.002 - 1825+16 kilobasi
(62.72*O.39XI0 psi) (22.1*-2•OX101 psi) (26.47-0.23X010 psi)
0.6% 0.7% 0.8% 0.7%

3470*L-145 kilobars 1482+62 kilobars ----------------- 0.149-10.066 - 1601L66 kilobars
(80.334-1O2X101 psi) (21.49*0.90X10e psi) (32.22+0.96XlO1 psi)
3.4% 3.3% 3.0% 3.3%

4=63+56 kilobars 1922*-25 kilobars - ---------------- 0.144+0.003 -------------------------- 2077+27 kilobars
(63.28-0.81X10P psi) (27.884-0.36XI0 psi) (30.12-0.39XI04 psi)
1.0% 1.0% 1.5% I.C%

4139*310 kllobars 1784+143 kilobars - ---------------- 0.154+0.006 ------------------------- 1977-144 kilobars
(60.03_4.80X 10 psi) (25.87*2.07 X 10 si) (28.67:02.09X1O psi)
16% 17% 7.6% 16.0%

2458*95 kilobars 1085*35 kilobars ----------------- 0.131:0.005 - ----------------------------- 11104-48 kllobars
(35.654-1.38Xi0' psi) (15.744-0.51X10O psi) (16.10+0.70X109 psi
5.4% 4.5% 5.0% 6.1%

2362+150 kliobars 1037+54 kilobars .---------------- 0.141:0.013 ---------------------------- 1104*100 kilobars
(34.26-2.18X010 psi) (15.04-0.78X10$ psi) (16.01hl.45X101 psi)
8.9% 7.3% 12% 13.0%

of values given in table £3

F and i values for-Continued

Young's Shear Poisson's ratio Bulk modulus
modulus- modulus
Continued

E,. asA Af. KI K,.

2.51 2.36 -------------- &7.04 -------------- 4.32

1.00 1.37 -------------- -------------- -------------- 0.13

for MoSi2

Young's modulus Shear modulus Poisson's ratio Bulk modulus

Ff. a I I;t Ka Kt,

38056-7 kflobars 1636*49 kllobars . . ................ 0.166*0.005 --------------------------- 1910*51 kilobars
(55.19*0.97XI0 psi) (23.734-0.71X10e psi) (27.7040.74XI04 psi)
1.1% 1.9% 1.7o 1.7%

3754-4=46 kilobars 1582=44 kilobars - ---------------- 0.158+0.008 ------------------------- 1790*102 kflobars
(54.454-0.67X104 psi) (22.95=-0.64X10S psi) (25.96-41.48X104 psi)
1.0% 12P/ 4.1% 4.6%

3807 kilobars 1638 kilobars ----------------- 0.172 - - ------------ ----------------- 1931 kilobars
(55.22X10O psi) (23.76X10Z psi) (23.O1X1OS psi)

3866*13 kilobars 1665*10 kllobars - ---------------- 0.167+0.005 - ----------------------------- 1935*23 kilobars
(56.07-0.19XI0 psi) (24.150-.15X10' pd) (28.06*-0.33XI0• psi)
0.2% 0.4% 2.0% 0.8%

379 7 kilobars 1628+272 kllobars ----------------- 0.169*-0.013 - --------------------------- 1920*324 kllobars
(55.094.47XI0 psi) (23.61*-3.96X10' psi) (27.89540.46X 10 psi)
1.1% 1.9% 0.8/ 3.9%

3804*-5 kIlobass 1648+6 kilobars ----------------- 0.1654-0.0060 ----------------------------- 1918*48 kilobars
(55.174-0.07XI0 psi) (23.9--O.O9X1O$ psi) (27.82*0.70X 10I psi)
0.1% 0.1% 1.0% 1.0%

3804-28 kflobars 1629*-19 kilobars ----------------- 0.165+0.003 - ----------------------------- 1887*36 kflobars
(55.17-0J33X106 psi) (23.63-,,0.28X106 psi) (27.374-0.52X106 psi)
1.27 2.4% 3.4% 3.9%
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TAD•L 25. Data

Code No. of Young's modulus
Md sau" Statisutcl ee*. Duk 4WM7 Speed of mend

group pi-anoetins men Fi Fi.

40-I A Average 10 5.768-50.0O s - -- - - 1817:k48 kiloban
(350.8d=1. lb.ft6) (2683_-0.70XI(6 psi)

V 0.06% 3,5%

40.-I- Avera 5.66-0.213 4--- --- ------ 17600:- kilobars
(353.1:L13.3 ib/f[ (25.63-0. lX 10' psi)

V 2.4% 2.2%

TABE 25a. Statistical data for the

F and t values for-

Criticale
Code Compared groups value I Young's modulusBlulk Spe~d of

density sound

F1 Fl.

40 F-test:
I and II 5.08- b 15.3 ----------.---------- 02.92

614.5"
M-test:

Iand Il 218 ---------- i ----------.--------- 1.58

* F and t values marked with an asterisk indicate comparison with the critical
value similarly marked.

b Underlined figures indicate that a significant difference does exist between the
compared groups.
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for NiAl

Young's modulus Shear modulus Poisson's ratio Bulk modulus

Ff. AS M. KI K,.

1788443 kllobars 7231:33 kilobars ............. 0.261+0.040 --- - ---------------- 1320-177 kilobars
(25.g0--0.62X 10' psi) (10.49-0.ASX101 psi) (19.15=+2.67X106 psi)
&4% 6.4% 21% 19%

173r--94 kllobars 695+h kilobars -------- 0.265=0.039 ---------------------------- 1260*254 klobars
(28.iO±2.81Xi0, psi) (0.-08o0.12Xio, psi) (.827•±s.•6X0, psi)
7.0% 0.7% 9.2% 130%

analysis of values given in table 25

F and t values for-

Young's Shear modu- Polsson's ratio Bulk modulus
modulus lus

Ff. G p ip. Ki Kj.

4.12 82.2 ---------.----- - *5.23 --------------- - 2.40

1.03 --------------.-------------- 0.14 -------------- 0.45
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